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And we are showing our appreciation by 
ace%
the prices we are making. .
If It Is High=Class Goods
You are thinking of, link us with your thoughts and we will convi
nce
you that the best is not too good, if prices are right. 1Remember that
we can show you anything you need in
••••••1111111=11111.
ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
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4Keep down the dust ma
city and you keep d wn
the mortality one- alf.
Disease germs float arokind
jti these particles of 4ust
and are inhaled and g to
work on their victims
WATER CONNECTION
with city water works
made on short notice.
Ouy Mr. Randle is au-
thorized to name rates for
water rent and will do
Plumbing work cheap land
better than any one else
in the city.
Sprinkle your yard now,
sprinkle the street in ftont
of your house, wash off
the pavement and do your
pa r t towards cooling
things down and cleaning
things up.
We will meet you




We are making mid-summer prices on
Bicycles and
Bicycle Supdries






Call and f:let First Choice
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Collars, Back-bands, Hames, Chaines, Et., and an elegant line 
of LAP





Hopkinsville, Ky. 2 .
P. A. YOST & CO
207 S. Main St.,
IlOPK INSVILLE, CHRISTIIN C6UNTY KENTUCK
Y FRIDAY, P LY 2, 18!)7.
'HE IS BURIED HERE.
Brief Sketch of a Brilhant
.Officer.
THOMAS WOODWARD
Cammanded the Famous Second Kentucky
easel y.
HIS HEROIC DEATH AT 110PIONSVILLE.
Such a dramatic epoch as the Ameri-
can civil war will naturally bring to the
surface 'Ilene- unrions and eccentric
elieraeterte the conditions serving to em-
phashot [Mee eccentricities.
One of the most intereet and altogeth-
er unique characters whicii the war
brought into more or less 'imminence
was Thomas (4. Woodward, Colonel of
the wecond Kentucky Cavalry.
Woodward was a New Englander by
birth anti u solider by education and in-
stinct, says the Nashville Sun. He hail
graduated from West Point, but did not
enter the regular service. There is a
part of his life that never has been and
never will be known. But a little mys
tery enhances interest, when the sub-
ject is gifted and 'wile:tut as in this.
case. Several years prier to the out-
break of the civil war Weodwerd came
to Christian county, Ky., to visit some
eistant relatives. In the Southern por-
tion of the county-one of the riche t
sections in all Kentucky-that were u
large number of young men of uulimit
ad mew* who maintained luxurious
baehelor quarters. Woodward became
very popular with them. He was some-
thing of a parasite, but always welcome.
Several times he t tught large schools
during sheet terms, and when he had
collected (rein his patrons ies spent his
money with the prodigality of a Roman
satrap who glad plundered a province.
lie was an eecellent musician, a skill-
ed uthlete and a man of marvelously
Washer Inancer- He wrote poetry,too,
and gave to the provincial prves many
gime that were worthy to live.
Woodward we.. happy in Kentucky.
He didn't care to ntuin to New E'er-
land. And so, when the war clouds be-
gan to lower and the echo of the guns at
Sempter rolled through the laud the
Peelle men *1.0 were 'Woodward's asso-
ciates and compeniona. and who wire
intensely loyal to the South, formed a
company numb( rirg in men and offi-
cers, known as the-Oak Grove hangers.'
Oak Grove is a small place very close to
the Montgomery county, Tenn , line.
Many young Tenneeseans joined the
Rangers. Woodware was with Lis
friends and they made him Captain. Al
Bowling Green the company grew to
such proportions that it was divided in.
to two companies and merged into the
First Kentucky Cavalry, of which
Woodward was made Lieutenant Colo-
nel. When the term of enlistment ex-
pired on June 25, 1e62, many members
of Company. A and B, Woodward's old
companies, returned to tneir Leine.
Seven days latterWooeware was Lie k
in Christian county and the neighlser-
ingTt jins ssee eeneties and soon had an-
other cetneany in the field. They were
chi' fly raw recruits tied poorly armed,
but under Woodware's flue discipline
and drilling they soon became hardened
to the usuages of war. Woodward
marched to Clarksville, where a Federal
regiment, under Col. Mason, occupied
the university building. Woodward
mounted logs en wagon wheels in imi-
tation of canon, planted he before the
buildings and demanded the snrrender
of the garriem. Col. Mason surrender-
ed with his entire regiment without tir-
ing a gun. Woodward then moved down
to Fort Doneleon, which he rashly at-
tacked but was repulsed. The enemy
followed as far as the ruins of the old
rolling mills on the Cumberland River.
Woodward threw his men behiud the
Milt-demolished walls tied awaited the
attack. Two companies of the enemy
charging in front were annihilated sit
the first volley. The regiment was en-
listed for only one year's service. At
the expiration of that time came the an-
tiouncement that the Confederate gov-
eminent would receive no enlistment for
as than three years. Coupled with
this came the order for the regiment to
join Forrest. Tee latter at that time was
AS much hated as he was afterward lov-
ed. Woodward's regiment melted away
save a hundred men, with whom he
joined Foto Sc through the campaign of
West Tennessee, participating in all the
engagemente.
After this campeign Woodward was
encamped near Columbia. His old fol-
lowers began to return to him by scores
His force was swelled to such propor-
tions that seven full companies were
*ion organieed into a regiment with
Woodward in command. This was the
(enema SecondKent neky Cavalry,w hose
fame is associated with Gan. Forrest'
greatest achievements.
One of Woodward'a ecoentricities was
wearing his hair so long that it fell up-
on his shoulders. At Chickamauga
Woodward was standing in front of his
muimatel, which had been dismounted
by order of leen. Forrest. Cleburne's
Division was just moving past on that
splendid (limo which woo the victory
for Ban. One of the Arkansas troops,
glancing at,Woodwaxd, called to a com-
panion in his hue: -Oh, Bill; if I was
a louse I'll be d---d if I wouldn't swim
the Tennessee River to git in that fel.
low's hair."
Soon after the battle of Chiekamaugua
Woodward ,went again to Christian
County, Kentucky, to recruit. He gath-
ered about him a small band of adven-
turers, few of whom he could trust.
timers' was a regiment of home guards id
Hopkinsville. Woodward marched to
that city and foolishly ordered his
to charge through the streets. They re-
fused. Woodward cursed them, and,
putting spurs to his horse., dashed alone-
into the city with his revolver drawn.
The home guards had heard of the coin-
ing of his command and was prepared.
A volley from the windows of the build-
ings on either vide of the street and the
gallant Woedward aud his horse fell
dead together. His body in buried at
Hopewell cemetery in Hopkinsville.
• •••••--
"Only nervous" is a sure indication
that the Mood is not pure. Hood's Sar-
saparilla purifies the blood and cures
nervousuees.
The E. II. Sivley place cm Canton pike
2es miles front Hopkinsville, contain
about 221 14 acres of rich land, about 3s
arms in timber. Two dwellings ot
place, barn, stables, etc. Will be sole
let in tWO parts then as a whole. or
Monday, July 5th, at court-house door
at II o'clock.
Terms of cash, balance in 12
and le months. Notes to bear interest
•from date,
H. H. olt C. E Sivenv,
sitellasseweenanamminweimemmas 
VOLUME •VIII, NO.
GAR OTT NOT GUILTY. IN SOCIETY'S DOMAN.I SHERIFFS WERE BUSY THE NAVAL REVIEW.'WILDANDWOOLYWEST
The Vei cIict Was Rendered The
iday Morning.
FRIENDS REJOICING.
Summer Will Not Be Yesterday Adjusting and
Very Gay. Fastening Neck-Ties.
MANY LEAVING TOWN. SIX CRIMINALS HUNG.
Contid.int at All Times That he W.u'd Not be Some Stories About People Who Are In
Convic'ed. The Sw:m.
ONE INDICTMENT AND A DAMAGE SUIT.
Clifton Garrott was acquitted Friday
morning of the charge of murdering
Tom L colared. There is great
rejoicing among the relatives and many
friends of the youog farmer.
At U:30 o'clock, the jury marched into
the cireuit court rpotn, auswered to the
call of teeir names, and preeented the
follow- mug verdict, which Was read, dui-
lug breathless silence, by Circuit Clerk
Starling;
"We, the jury, him] ti e d fendant not
guilty. E. W. Weieselt.
'•Otio of the Jury.'
. The largo crowd surged forward to
congratulate Mr. Garrott, but at the' re-
quest oh the Court deferred any further
elemonstraeon of their approval of the
verdict until the floppy planter, u free
man, kit the room.
The decision of the jury was not un•
expect- d. A9 announced Friday in
the NEW ERA, all who heard the evi-
dence in the cage were confident that
the defeudant woeld Mine be declared
not gui:ty or thaathe jury would hang.
The use consumed nearly five days in
trial. Monday afternoon the following
Jury, after some difficulty, was eecured
NV. L. Adcock, T. J. Haddoz, E. W
Walks r, O. 11 Harrison, W. H. S tee
more, C. P. Nolen, F. M. Alden, Mack
Denton, 0, B. Griffin. E. U. Anderson.
Julien Hord cud J. W. Tucker.
Mr. Garrott's attorneys were Felandee
Feland and C. H. Buell. The prosecu-
tion was conducted by Common-
wealth's Attorney Gaructt and Coluity
A ttori PT A nth:reel-1-
?taw Es. readers are familiar
with the story of the killing. On the
evening of Decetuber it, Mr. Garrott ac-
companied by two darkies who worked
on his place went/ to the dwelling of old
Reuben L.- avell, Who lives near Salem
church to get e soalding tub, the prop-
erty 0° Mr. Emmett Field, who, it is
said, had authorized the young farmer
to take it. That afternoon Mr. Garrott
had sent hits hands for the tub, but
Leaven declined to let it go.
When the young limn arrived at the
Leavee place he demanded that the tub
be given into his possession but met
with a refusal.
This precipitated a quarrel which re-
sulted in a fight, the outseme of which
was tl a wounding of both Reuben Leav•
ell and his eon Tem Leavell.
No white men were witnesses of the
shooting, and the uegroee who were ex-
amine sl during the progress of the trial
attempted to lay the full blame on Mr.
(iarrott. The farmer's simple, straight-
forward, of the details of the affair, cor
roborated by strong circumstantial evi-
dence, carried conviction with it, and
had more weight with the jury than
the tales told by tee negr)es.
The jery took the case Wednesday af-
ternoon.
An indictment chargimg Mr. Garrott
with malicious shooting, was by order
of the Court, re i for next term, tond of
#1,501 for the appearance of the young
man being promptly fureished. Tee
civil suit, brought by Rembeu Leavell




City property for sale. The two story
brick house and lot fronting on Cleve-
land avenue, formerly owned by W. J
Withers. House oontains eight rooms,
two cisterns, cabin etc. Will be sole
for less than half it cost to 1 uild the
house'. Also the beautiful building lot
fronting the tabernacle, and the five
room cottage on Feist side of Main be-
tween first and second streets now own-
ed by A. L. Wilson. Apply to
& WALI I'•
Or 8. II. Myers, Kelly, Ky. 49yeetu
A Webster Killing.
At Lisman, Weleter county, Wood
Allen, brother•itolaw of Let Nichols,
went to a field where Nichols was at
work cutting wheat and called him to
the fence. After a few minutes' conver-
sation Allen shot Nichols, who only
lived a few minutes. The deceased
leaves a wife who is a sister of Allen
The murderer is now lodged in jail at
Dixua.
_ -...- 
Stamie at ILO Heil& .
Aug. J. Bogel, the leading druggist of
Shreveport, La., mays: "Dr. King's
New Discovery is the only thing that
eures my cough, and it is the best sullen-
! have." J. F. Campbell, merchant of
Safford, Ariz., writes: "Dr. King's
New Discovery is all that is claimed for
it; it never fauls, and is a sure cure for.
consumption. (toughs and seethe I can-
n tot say enoug i for its merits." Dr
King's New 1) Iseove m nry for eonsuptio,
coughs and 
cols 
is not an experiment.
It has been tried for a quarter of a cen-
tury, and to-day stands at the head. It
never diespixiitits. Free trial bottles at
R. 0. Hardwiek's drug store.
00
Is essential to al
hea ith. Every nook
arid corner of the ood
system is reached by the blood, and on
Its quality the condition of every organ de-
pends. Good blood means strong nerves,
good digestion, robust Ewalt h. Impure
blood means scrofula, dyspeps in, rheuma-
t ism, eat arr it or other diseases. The surest
way to have good blood is to take llood's
SarAaisirills. This medicine purifies, vi-
talizes, and enriches the blood, and sends
t he elements of healt h and at to
every nerve, organ and tissue. It creates
a good appetite, gives refreshing steep
ant cures that tired feeling. Remember,
oo
Sarsaparilla
PERSONAL PARAGRAPHS AND PALAVER.
N ASOCIAL way
Hopkinsv ille w ili
bet xceedinglydull
this summer. Aft-









look ferward to. Ancient history tells
us that for many years the summer
months were always gay and sometimes.
giddy, that the town Was oonetantly full
of dashing vieitore and that there were
ilences alit receptions elore. Nowdays
time drags along wearily. The ouly ac
tivity shown at all is among the little
coterie of tennis players amid even they
ere gettine somewhat Linguist since:the-
very hot weather set in.
_ s
GOING TO CHICAGO.
Mispes Lyda Bull Donaldson and Lula
Graves will go to Chicago onJuly 5th to
taken course ni the Normal Col-
!ego. They will be absent from this city
about two months. Several other teach-




Mr. George LOng's family and a few
friends went to leance'e mill, near
Pee Dee, to camp several days. Among
those in the party were Mir. and Mrs.
George Long, Dr. and Mrs. Manning
Brown, Misses Henrietta and .Catherine
Long, Clifton Long, Dan Young, Joe
Gant, and Jack Walton.
t t t
TO SPEND TUB SUMMER.
luite a nuulter of llopkiusville socie-
ty girls will 'Tend the summer away
from home. Tuesday ,Miss Mary Bar-
bour left Colorado Springs to
visit her sister, Mrs. Francis McCazty.
She will not return until winter. Miss
Willie Radford went to Chicago Tues-
day to remains until fall with friends.
Mites Tony Ware ha, gone to Bell to
spend two months with relatives. Other




Invitations were received in the city
Saturday to the marriage of Mies Lollie
Phillips to Mr. Cole Young. hilF14 041-
lips formerly lived in Christian county
and is well-known in losal society cir-
cles. Mr. oung ie a prominent busi-
ness man of Little Rock, Ark.
t t t
WERE JOINED.
Mr. James Burchett and Miss Ida
Luelsay were married last week at the
home of the bride's father near Pem-
broke. The Rev. It. Gannett perform-
ed the ceremony.
• •
WILL TAKE A TRIP,
Mr. H. H. Poore, our clever gentleman
who has for sonic tune been in the cm-
ploy of groceryinan Mose Levy, in .rom-
patty with a party from Hoekinsville,
leave for Los Angeles, Cal., where he
will spend the summer. The party will
lie on the road several wee ke, as they
Will take in all the sights of special note
of the Western country, such ai Salt
Lake City, Yellow btone. National Park
and many other places which, by their
beauty and graudectr, attract the tourist.
--Pembroke Review.
- se-4w
Subscribe for the Louisville Dispatch
and the WEEKLY NEW ERA one year fur
41
Republican Convention.
The Republican Judicial Convention
of this district hai been called by Chair-
man W. T. Fowler, of this city, to
meet in E elyville on Monday, July Mb.
. --
B u cklen'a Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for cuts,
bruises, sores, ulcers, salt rheum, fever
sores, tetter, ehapped hands, chiblaine,
corns and all skin eruptions, and posi-
tively cures pilots, or no pay required.
It is guaranteed to give perfect satisfac-
tion or money refunded. Price twenty
five mute per box. For sale by R. C
Wardwick.
Cut Iii. Foot OM
A bad aceideut oecured Saturday ail
ternoon in North Christian.
Jolla Glover, a young farmer, wee
cutting eross-ties. The axe slimeii and
cut his left ankle. The foot was com-
pletely severed.
Owing to the great loss of blood it
was with extreme difficulty that the
young luau's life was saved.
Glover is about 2I-years old. He is a
son of ;David Glover, a well-known
farmer.
The Modern Beauty
Thrives on good food and sunshine,
with plenty of exercise in the open air.
Her form glows with health and her
face blooms with its beauty. If her sys-
tein needm the cleansing action of a lax-
live remedy, he uses the gentle and
pleasant Syrup of Figs. Made by the
California Fig Syrup Company.
-- -
The Printing Press.
An exchange says: "The printing
press has niade Presidente, killed peets,
tarnished bustles for beauties, and pun-
tette(' genius with criticism. It has cur-
tailed the power of kings, converted
bankers into paupers, and graced pantry
shelves. 'It has made paupers out of
college presidents; it has educated the
homeless, and robbed the philosopher cif
his remota; it smiles emit cries and dies,
but it can't be run to suit everybody,
and the man will go crazy who tries.
-- • ewe--
Electric Ilittere
Elietric Bitters is a medicine suited
for any season, but perhaps more gen-
erally needeel when the languid, ex-
hausted feeling prevails, when the liver
Di torpid and sluggish and the-need of a
tonic arid alterative DI felt. A prompt
use of this medicine has often averted
long and perhaps fatal bilious fevers.
No medicine will act more surely in
counteracting and freeing the system
WIMINMliMktikSW 
41w91 Jollier. 0: E. II. Siveze. Hood's Pills tate, easy to operate. zee bottle at It. 0. Ilardwick's drug store
to Eleetric Bitter,.. k• and $1.00 per
from the malarial poison. lieadache,
Ts th- hest-- in het the one True Mood Partner, indieestion, constipation, dizziness ye+
cure fiver Ills; easy to
It Seems That Texas Men Are Hard to Kill. as
One Had to be Hong Twice Yesterday.
ONE M03 -GOT IN ITe WORK YESTERDAY.
IsPecieL To 'sew Fite I
Louisville, June 26.-1:30 p. in.-The
Sheriffs were. busy yesterday. Jen Wil-
liamson was hang at Wharton, Texas:
James Pollard at St. Joseph, Mo; Clark
Levi iti at Fayetteville, W. Vii. and Ter-
rell Ilielson at Deeatur, Ga., and a mob
hung Win. Measly at Cryatil Springs,
Mies.at Si .3o o'clock in the morning.
Jim Williameores nerve failed Idles at
the heat moment and it was necessary
to inject two doses of strychnine. into
him to enable tdru to mount the scaf-
fold. In three minutes after the • drop
[ell lie` was pronounced dead by the
physicians, but upon being cut down
was found to be nevi The body was
hauled up and again sent through the
drop and was allowed to hang twenty
.The first prop was very hur-
ried, as the condemned man was about
to faint when the noose was aejusted.
The crime for which Williamson was
hung was participation in the massacre
If the Crosker famity- which consisted
sf Mr. and Mrs. Oroeker and a thirteen-
year-old toy. The erinie grew out of a
feud over land. Mr.; ,Crocker had pre-
viously been indicted for killing a main
her of the Willianisen gang.but she had
not been tried. On 'the evening of the
massacre Crocker auel his family were
eurmunded by Fix men in a neighbor's
house, seeing eseape for himse 1 hope-
less Creeks r seet hie wife out on the
pararie, suet put his' boy between the
mattresses on the bed. The murderers
finally shot lihu many times, found the
boy arid killed him Where he lay, then
partied the woman, caught her and
putting a Winchester to her head blew
her brains out. Another menit er of
the gang is now serving a life sentence
in tie. peu, ,
Two good Democratic papers for one
year for $1 65, Louisville. Dispatch and
WEEKLY NEW ERA.
A Big Day,
Saturday, July 3rd, will be a big day
at Crofton, tne occasion being the an-
nual picnic. An interesting program
including a balcon ascension, fire works,
and a dance, is being arranged. All the
candidates are expeeted to make
speeches.
The Coons are Sad.
The Georgia watermelon will not be
as much in evidence as usual this year.
iteports indicate that the crop will be
very short. Averafe production of the
State crop is 6,0o0wear loads, and this
year's crop will not exceed 2,000 car
loads. This means a loss of about $300,-
000 in revenue to. the railroads, and
about the same about to the melon
growers.
Hold to It.
The agricultural :papers advise farm-
ers not to be in teo• big a hurry about
selling their wheat; The crop generally
over the United Sires is short of an
average and if ourl'armers will hold for
a good price, asset-is the Madisonville
Hustler, or sell !sparingly at market
prices at the openicg, and thus prevent
a glut in the market, they are sure to
profit by it,
Crushed to Death.
A young man whose name we have
been unuLle to find out met with an awe
fial death in the Northern portion of
the conety Thursday. Ile was a son-
in-law of Mr. Jamie D. Brown, a well-
known itizen of the Scates Mill pre-
cinct of this county. The. young man
was in the. woods some distance from
his IIP119t. Thursday morning when the
hard an rm came up, amid a tree of large
proportions blew down upon him and
crushed him to death. When found the
tree was layteg across the young man's
stomach.
_
Had a Severe Attack.
"Having a severe attack of rheuma-
tism and malarial fever and not receiv-
ing benefit (rein piedi(ioes preeraibed.
I began to take Hood's Sarsaparilla. I
was very weak at that time. After tak-
ing three bottles I was relieved end at
the end of three nee ths I wns cured."
J eMils F. Mite: coneirly, Ise etucky.
Hood's l'ills act easily end promptly
OD the liver and bowels. Care sick head
ache.
Gladnes Comes
WHi et better 
'understanding of the
transient nature of the. eagerly plies-
ish belies proper ef-heal ills which v
forts-gentle efte tee- pleasant efforts -
rightly directed... There is comfort io
the knotyledge, 'that se many forms em
eicknese are not due to any actual dis-
ease. bet simply ito a constipated condi-
tiou of tiic sp,t..012, which the pleasant,
family laxative, 'Syrup of Figs prompt-
ly removes. That is why it, is the on
ly
remedy with merlons of famil ies, and te
everywhere esteemed so highly by all
Who valise good !health. Its benetleir'
effects are itue te the fact that it is the
ono remedy whleh promotes inter
ne
cleanliness without debilitating the
organs on which it, acts 11 is therefo
re
al imywirtant, inj order to get its bane-
eclat effeets, th note when von pur-
chase that yeti have tliP genuine art i-
elet ei,rvvle 
tai 
.i,, d e 
teem-Fists
lti is n .a;fltsacs tureel by the Cats-
forms Fig Syrt.p only an-I bold by
a
If in the en javrgeet of geeed health.
and the eysteenlis regular, Laxatives e.n.
other remedies *re tlien not needed. If
afflicted ss ith ens aetrial disease one
may lee e3tIlmenhled e. the most skill :to
physeerans. hut it in need o.4 a laxative
orte •houtil iiaee tee hest, and with the
wet' interned ..ter-'where', Syrup of
F stand' eeetiest and is mote largele
toad arid levee rebut aesershisabalactiom




iRepublicans Have Scheme to Insure Pass-
age et the 
Tanf 
Bill in Two Weeks.
VARIOUS OTHER ITEMS OF INTEREST.
[SPECIA TO NEW ERA]
New York Joe 26.-2:45 p. m.-A
press cablegram mat received from Lou.
don says that in he great naval review
at Seithead Bay his morning the Unit-
ed States Crusts' Brooklyn received the
honors, and th it was the opinion
of everybody co potent to 'judge that
she was eutitled • them, that she made
a better appeara ce and executed the
manoeuvers wit more accuracy and
ease than any o the numerous other
vessels in the Ba
The members the Brooklyn's crew
are very jubilee over their victory.
IN T 0 WEEKS.
[SPECIA TO NEW ERA1
Washington, inc se.-e p. m.-The
Republican lea era announce to-day
that the tariff In will be in shape in a
few days and th t it will be passed as a
whole within tw watts from DOW at
the furthest, an possibly sooner.
There is a mo meut on the part of
the friends of ttme Administration tc
knock out the infernal revenus features
of the Tariff Bml1 in order to avoid de-
lay in the past, of the measure and to
take up these f tires in a separate bill
at the beginning of the regular session
in December nee . This is to be (lone
because it is kno oi that the proposed
increase in the t x on beer and the gnat-
lion as to the ho (led period for whiskey
are going to b tig on a bitter fight
which would ke p the Senate in Et*EiOD
nearly all the an men Then again ,the
trusts are gettin in a harry to be-gin
robbing the pee le and are demanding
that the Tariff 11 be passed without
any farther ele . They 'a-alit to get
back the money hat they put into Mark
Hauna's slush f nel.
_There are abo t a hundred of these
paragraphs that Jhave been passed over
and that it is p4posed to let go and in-
corporate in a s parate bill in Decem-
ber.
the eTPrrePeaseunrytatDiv
and had a talk
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k Out for Him.
Every (IT° is being made to find the
bold bandit ho held up and looted the
express car n ar Guthrie several nights
ago. The fo lowing description of the
robber, who enprosed to be Gus Hite,
has been fur ished the New Era:
"Twenty-c ght to 30 years old ;weight
165 to 175 po nds ; a feet loon II inches
high; well b ilt ; face clean shaven and
very reel; hg t sandy hair, clipped short
with clipper. ; 01IP scar half the SIM of a
thumb nail rid nioonslial;ori, on the
right check reseed in dark blue square
cut sack coa striped shirt, blue and
white tie, le broad toed gaiter shoes,
-round soft si rk hat; wore gold watch
and chain aid carries in a leather belt
two 4e callb . pistols, drinks quite free-
ly and has dissipated look.''
Rheu tient Cured In a Day.
"Mystic 0 ru" for Rheumatism and
Neurantia r lieally cures in 1 to 3 days
Its action n • n the system is remarkable
and myste It removes at once the
sinus° and t x disease inimeeliately dis-
appears. T e first dosegreatlo benefits
75 cents- So by ItO Hardwick Drug.
Started Tuesday to Land
of the Setting Sun.
MANY PENNYRILERS.
Parties From Hopkinsvals. Roulettes, OINII*
boro, Paducah. Pembroke, Clarksville.
CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR EXCURSIORMITS.
The Christian Endeavor excaniew
which started Tuesday morning wag we.
ceptionally large considering the dis-
tance and expense of the trip.
The following is a list of those to liar
territory of the local manager-Allan
D. Wallis, who took advantage et
the cheap rates West: Mrs. T. W.
Blakey, Mrs. Jennie Rodman, Mien
Mary Barbour. Mies Annie Smith, Mr.
and Mrs. Ira L. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. J.
H. Anderson, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hays
and two children, Messrs. Jas. Metier.,
Fred Hamad and A. D. Wallis, of this
city.
Mrs. G. N. Thompson, Misses Marion
Eagles, Mary Payne, Sadie Marble
- Tyler and -- Moorehead, Mr. and
Mrs. W. If. Brannon and Mr. John
Miller, of (4wenshoro.
Mrs. Mary Worsham, Miss Alice
Dixon, M188 Mary James and U. M.
Alves, of Henderson.
Mrs. Mary Neblett, Messrs. I. P. Ger-
hart, - Cunningham and John Nei:P-
lum of Clarluiville.
Misses Ruth and Annie Plain, Mrs.
Georgia Comptou, Mrs. -- Smith and
Mr. Clifton Pritchett, of Madisonville.
Mrs. R. H. Baker and Miss Hata,
Van Pelt, of Paducah.
Miss Lizzie Graves and Mr. H.. IL
Poore, of Pembroke.
Mr. and Mrs. T. H. Fuqua. of Canton;
Mimi Carrie McElwain, Trenton; Mrs.
Mary Woodard, Elkton; Miss Aliens
Murray. Cloverport ; Mrs. Mary Mitch-
ell Bowling Green; P. SlOsit, Russell-
villa; Mrs. F. T. Milan, Mayfield; Miss
Marie Boyd, Eddyville.
This constitutes is most delightful
parry. At Evansville a special car will
be attached to the train which passes
through here at 10:1e a. m.
Upon reaching St. Louis, they will
take the Kentucky special which will be
composed of six or eight Pullman our-
ist sleepers.
This train will stop at the different
places of interest, and seven days will
be taken up traveling and sightseeing
en route.
San Francisco will be reached the
morning of July 6th, and the great con-
vention will commence the following
day.
Political Notts.
The 1st of Democratic entries in the
Congressional race for this district will
be long, and prJmises to be untisually in-
teresting. The report has gone the
rounds of the press that "Old Clover
Blossom" has agreed not to run. He,
however, is out in a denial of the rumor,
and, unless he can get the inside track
in the Gubernatorial derby, is reason-
ably sure to make another dash for the
Congressional stakes.
The political bookies will post the
odds about as follows:
Dr. Clardy, Christian, 1-2.
Judge Dempsey, Hopkins, 2-1.
George Jesse, Devices, 3-1.
L. Tanner, McLean, 10-1.
J. E. Rowe, Devisee, 20-1.
Oweneboro Messenger :-It is not im-
probable that within a day or two Mr.
C. W. liransford will announce himself
a candidate for Congress. He has re-
ceived very strong pressure to make the
rare and is favorably considering the
matter. The speeches Mr. Brantford
made in the campaign of le9e made a
very deep impression upon all who
heard them. They were pronounced as
among the very best that were heard in
in Kentucky. He had no thought M
the time he was made a candidate for
elector on the Democratic ticket of ewe
offering for an office, being simply a
business man, but he was deeply inter-
ested in the great issue that WWI then,
and continues to now be, a most absorb-
ing one among the people, and he threw
his whole heart into the subject. The
fruits of that work are now manifest in
the demads upon him to make the race
fir Comereas.
Mr. J. E. Rowe also seriously con-
sidering the Congreasional race, but he
has just been nominated for Ootumon-
wealth's Attorney and the election far
that office does bot occur until next No-
vember. The Congressional election
occurs in November of next year, but
the early and aggressive candidacy of
Mr. Dempsey, of Hopkins, will probably
force that contest into this year's poli-
tics.
The Republican county convention
held Saturday afternoon at Kuttawa in-
structed for Judge James Breathitt for •
Circuit Judge.subetitnted a Happy man,
Thomas Barnett instead of Charles L.
Niclue anlls for Circuit Clerk, d Harris
for County Judge illStetid of Hollassall
While Warden Happy had everything
working according to his own ideas, a
resolution was substituted for the reso-
lution submitted by him, strongly ecsm.
demning his management of the peni-
tentiary and inefficiency, but couched
in such teems that his manager' did not





Celebrated for its great leavening
atreneth and hesItlifulness Assures the
heal against Mum and wit to. ms of &dul-1
titration eornmon to the chest p brands,
gist kiopkiniville. SO
VAL DAKINLI POWDLU CO., New Yost.
•
•
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lilt; NEW E R A. It must be conceded that the Fourth rite Maine Pcpulists are making eon- A1
of July orator has plenty of material for siderable fuss over the "middle-of-the- Ili
'i
screeching purposes this year. i road" busiuees. A glauce at the Maine
election returns shows that for all prac-
The special envoy of the Sultan of thee purposes the Maine Populists may
Morocco has gone home insane. The as well be in the middle of the ocean.
liquor in London is rather strong.
---   i "After a sleepless night" says a
If, as Secretary Sherman saiys, the health authority, -it is a ; ood thing to
trusts are dangerous things, whist must 1. conclude one's bath by pouring a pitcher
be thought of the tariff bill to tironiote of cold water down the buck from the
them and the party that pro_ eoses to neck to the base of the spine." The idea
pails it '!
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New Era Printing E. Publish'g Co
HUNTER WOOD. President.
OFFICE:-New Era Building, Seventh
:4rreet, near Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.;
$1.00 A YEAR.
Iv el at the postoffice In If opkinsvtile
i. seC4)ild-CilIe. Mail matter.
Friday, July 2, 1897.
- ADVERTISING RATER: -
I :Iv Inch, tirst ins,rttou . I 511
inch, one [MIMI 
filch, thr,.. months  It IAD
',le Inch, sic months, .....  
Ile inch. one year  15 iii
Additional nstes may be had by ispplica-
:: on at the office,
nt advertising must be paid for lit
for yearly advertisements will be
COAL. Clci‘l quarterly.
All advertisements Inserted Without spec-
ified time will Lte ch.yrtp• 1 for anti' ordered
Oat.
Announcements of NI sr] lases and Deaths,
loot exceeding dye and notices of
prase hi ng published gratis.
Obituary Notices. Pwaiolutions of Respect.
sad other similar notices, five cents per line.
- CLUBBING RATES: -
The WEEKLY New EISA and the following
paper one year:
Weekly Cincineinnairf:nquirer $1 35
Weekly Si. Louis Republic  175
stran-Weekly lilobe- Democrat.  I 75
Weald, leashviiie Sun  1 75
Haase and Farm  116
tOt: It 1. DIRECTORY.
elect-IT COL-ET-First Monday in June
and fourth Monday in February and Sep-
tember.
QUARTERLY Cover-Second Mondays
in Janaary, April, July and October.
PiseAe Covet -First Tuesday in April
and October.
Coseir COURT-First Monday in every
month.
It is a very dull day at the White
House when the mail bags do not con-
tain as many as 1,500 letters from in-
quiring friends.
Secretary Gage is locking the green-
backs up in the vaults of the Treasury
as fast as he can get them in. Probably
he thinks that there will not be enough
business in the country to create de-
mand for them until after Mr. Bryan's
election in 1900.
President McKinley is the only man
in the country, according to his own
confession, who has not a fair concep-
tion of the condition of affairs in Cuba.
Sod who does not also know full well
what the duty of the President of the
United States is.
The Federal office holders and the
• •icholders in the enormous trusts will
#uout the only people in the United
- It. a who will pay any attention to
,-4giving day this year. Evenliwk
not notice it, for the elec-
, in Ohio will then be over and a
• -ratic Legislature will have been
,,ket Cv:1 there.
Another day filled to the brim with
-Ries by the Spaaish, the taking of
ocent lives and treatment worse than
th to women, a great reception to
A -s-l&, at which troops and citizens in
• at numbers turned out to do "honor"
r the "great chief," is the way the
;,- s of Saturday from Cuba was signif-
IL-Andy coupled.
The wheat crop in Oklahoma amounts
to 15,00041C0 bushels. There was a time
-before the striking down of silver-
w en that large a crop would have
ght in a big pile of money to the
:tiers, between $17,000,000 and t20,-
000--whereas they will get no
elly more than $7,000,000 for it. The
ele gold standard is quite costly to
tee tillers of the soil.
The Legislature made a big mistake
in not authorizing a State Reformatory
for juvenile offenders. The eleven-
year old boy whom Gov. Bradley par-
, coned because he was too young to be
placed in the penitentiary with harden-
ed criminals has again been arrested for
stealing. There should certainly be a
place where such offenders could be sent
aid taught to do better. Nearly allehe
States have reformatories now and Ken-
tucky should not be behind in such mat-
ters.
When it is remelt • sr:),
every nation of the A
the grand naval review e-• . •
at Porten:torah Feigland, eee seiturday
it will be ifs* t, • flit nonor ooferred
upon !'re eite erniser Broeklyn
as neing Inc strerigo -wiftest and most
complete all-round r sees! of the whole
number is as a great one indeed and one
thet Uncle Sam can be justly proud of.
The Brooklyn is one of the veesels built
whee Mr. Wm. C Whitney was at the
heal ,f the Navy Department. The
Bete:- warships at that review made a
• •TI':"A long, there being 165 of
tn,:11 000 heavy guns manned
r ,o0 men and of about 560,000
tee- ,e- review of Saturday was the
• `• naval display ever witnessed.
_
,eu Gen. Winfield Scott Hancock
%Vis oondolited by theDemocrats in 1480
Presidency he wrote a letter of
in which he said "the tariff
AA question," and he was ridicul-
ei cry much by the press and the polit-
tticians of the country, but after all
i.tricock was right and his critics
rong, and if any man doubte it
all he has to do is to look at the debates
on the tariff bill now under considera-
tion and see Democratic Senators from
Southern States who have always op-
posed protection now voting. for duties
on cotton and other products of their
section. Yes, the tariff is a local ques-
tion. As soon aa it was proposed to put
a protective duty on raw cotton men
who had opposed the whole protective
system ever since they entered public
life turned squarely back upon their re-
cords and supported the measure; and
why did they do so? They did so be-
cause they saw a chance to benefit their
sweetie their locality, their home people
at the expense of the other sections of
the country. Again, the farmers and
cattle-raisers of the West are clamoring
for a duty on hides and the leather men
of thehaat are opposing it. Why is that?
It is simply because the stock-raisers of
the West would be benefited by a duty
on the hides of their cattle and the
Eastern meh who oppose it do so be-
cause they would then have to pay
more for the leather made of those
hides, and that would cut down the
amount that they will he enabled to
steal by gettinz a duty on shoes. The
sheep raisers of Ohio and the West have
been fighting for a high duty on wool,
while the people who have to buy the
wool have been opposing it. In this
tariff fight each section of the country
looks out for itself, but heretofore all
the other sections have always robbed
She South. The whole protective system
is wrong. No man should undertake to
produce anything that he can buy
for less money than it cost him to pro-
duce it.
How's mew
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re-
ward for any case of Catarrh that can-
not be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, hays known F.
J. Cheney for the last le years, and be-
lieve him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by their firm.
WEST & Tarts', Wholesale Druggist,
Toledo, O. WALD1N,], K1NNAN & MAR-
VIN, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, 0,
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
nally, acting directly upon the blood
and mu7ons surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price C. per
bottle. Sold by all Druggiete.
illall's Family Pills are the best.
President FitUre's coming visit to tie
( zar is oot supposed to have any politi-
cal significance save as an indication
that France intends to cultivate assidu-
ously her one strong friend in Europe.
Captain Boycott, of the CountyMayo.
Ireland, died only last week, but the
plan of "getting even" which thok his
name because he was the first victim of
it. died some years ago. and it is well
for the world that it did.
The Cincincinnati Post says that in
Kansas City the water has beoome so
thick aud bad that they are agitating
the placing oaf signs above every faucet
where drinking water is futulahed:
"Chew well before swallowing.?
The sensational newspapers had bet-
ter dispatch all their available Cuban
war correspondents to Ohio, it once.
The Cuban question is bound to rage
there With all the fury the Forakerites
and the Hannaites can crowd on.
Instead of dressing up in his best
clothes and riding in the procession for
the people to look at him, Wm. E.Glad-
stone celebrated Jubilee day by feeding
the poor on his estate of Hawarden. The
grand old man can always be counted
on to do the right thing. It is a great
pity that other landlords did not follow
the example of Mr Gladstone.
Weyler has on a dozen ciocasions
shown himself to be a most unscrupu-
lous liar by declaringCuba to be pacified.
but theeSpanishCrovernment still retains
him in office. Spain either regards ly-
lug as a necessary qualification of a good
officer or else she has no other officer to
put in Weyler's place, for it is cot possi•
ble that the Government has failed to
find out what a liar he is.
The United States believes in honor-
ing all the discoverers of America. The
four hundredth anniversary of tile dis-
covery of America by Columbus was
celebrated a few years ago, and the four
hundredth anniversary of the discovery
of America by John Cabot was celebrat-
ed a few days ago, and before long Er-
ricson's time will doubtless come. This
is only right; let all the discoverers of
America 'be remembed periodically-
continents like this one are not discover-
ed every day, and when a fellow does
happen to discover one by all means
give him credit for it.
The popularity of the American bi-
cycle abroad can be inferred from the
fact that the United Kingdom bought
$613,292 worth last year. and Canada's
investment was $492,e85. But now
that Mr. McKinley and his gang of
tariff tinkers have forced Canada into
the adoption of a tariff against us the
sale of our bicycles in that country will
be materially reduced if not elided en-
tirely. By the time all the nations of
the earth are dons retaliating our
foreign trade in all lines will have
shrunk to very slender proportions. If
we would sell, we must also buy, but
with high tariff we can't buy.
In the Dingley bill the amount of
"personal effects" to be admitted free
of duty was fixed at $100. The Senate
Finance committee struck out this pro-
vision, leaving the exemption of "per-
Ronal effects" practically without limit.
Now the Senate committee has decided
to restore the $100 clause, and it will
doubtless go through. What this will
mean to Le Government and to, A i..
can merchants is shown by the ii41 t that
10C.n - -IS have annually brougLI beak
wit' '.01:1t $75,000,000 worth of
go.... Jute iree. This is about the only
clause in the Dingley bill that Le worthy
of commendation, and it is probable
that that got into the bill by aoe.ident.
Looking .-ae • ely over the field, the
New York Eve! !is Post concludes that
"the demor.1:., :on of both of the old
parties is (see te," which 'demon-
strates to the .,n that steps mast be
taken by those voters who believe in
something to have an organization by
1900 for which.they can vote with en-
thusiasm." The Poet is off its base.
What's the matter with the Democratic
party? It was never in better shape
than it is at present and the result of
the elections next November will prove
that fact. The party has lost very few
members by reason of its fight for silver
and it has re-gained from the Populist
party nearly all the men who deserted
Is when Grover Cleveland got control
of its affairs and these men returning
from the Populist organisation far out
number those who went into the Pal-
tner.Buckner movement. If the Post
will just hold still until 1900 it will see
that the Democrata have "an organiza-
tion for which they can vote with en-
thusiasm."
It is amusing to see Senater Vilas
tearing his hair and crying out that the
Democratic party was betrayed on the
taritT question by the framers of the
Chicago platform. His point is that the
omission of the word "only" after the
words "for purpose's of revenue' was a
betrayal of the party.Tlaat omisision was
not the result of a "dark conspiracy'
In the room of the l'Iatform Committee,
as he alleges, but it was done after a
consultation of all the elements opposed
to the money power. It was done be-
cause, while it did not abandon any
Democratic principle whatever, it en-
abled men of other parties; who were
with the Democrats in opposition to the
oppression of the money power, but not
with them on the tariff, to work side by
side with them for the nominee of the
Chicago convention. The Democrats
recognized the financial issue to be more
important than all other issues peombin•
ed last year and were ready to make
any reasonable concessions to soy large
body of men who would help them to
rescue the country from the grasp of
the greedy money power. But the
leaving out of that word "oely," as
mentioned above, did not involive any
abandonment of Democratic principles,
and it enabled the party to come nearer
a victory than it would have dove if it
bad refused to make any concetssion to
men of other parties who were ready to
assist them. But as Senator !Yeas is
now outside the Democratic party he
ought not to worry himself about any-
thing that happens to the party. The
framers of the Chicago platform did not
betray the party, but Veils and bis gang
tried to do so, and would have succeed-
ed but for the vigilence of the very men
that he accuses of treachery.
-- I
Centuries ago people used to fear
What they called the pestilence! 'Black
Death" was the most terrible thing in
the world to them. They feared it as
people now fear the Cholera and Yellow
Fever. And yet there is a thibg that
cameo more misery and more deaths
than any of these. It is so comuson that
nine-tenths of all the sickneaa in the
world is traceable to it. It is merely
that simple, common thing conseipation.
It makes people lietlessecanses dizziness,
headaches, loss of appetite, loos or
sleep, foul breath and distress after eat-
ing. The little help needed is furnish-
ed by Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. 0111.-
011 is a gentle laxative and two, a mild
cathartic. Once ruled, always io favor.
If you are careless enough to leean
'scrupulous druggist sell you posteething
on which he mkkes more mot el., it is
your own fault if von do not get well
Be sure and get Dr. Pierce's eleaaant
Pellets.
Send 21 cents in one-cent stilmpe Ii-
ds Dispensary Medical Ariel. hitter',
Buffalo, N. Y.. arel receive Dr. erce's
1008 page "Common Sense Med Ad-
viser," profusely illustrated.
seems to be that anything is an improve-
went of on insomnia.
When McKinley was making the bill
which gave the Republican party the
worst defeat of its histery he still had
sense enough to evade the hide tax. 1. he
Senate vote in favor of the tax shows
that the lunacy of trade suppressing
taxation grows with what it feeds on.
The proposal to give Chicago Alder-
men $1,500 each not to meet, instead of
paying them that much for meeting,
might be heartily approved by taxpayers,
but it would be another thing to get the
Aldermen to consent to such a pittance
for refraining from legislation so much
more profitable.
Emperor William's whimsical course
has prompted Her Richter, the Radical
cal leader, to remark that while the
Ideas of the June government are
known, there is doubt about those of
the July government, and as to the au-
tumn government nobody knows any-
thing about it. Apparently, so far as
the young Emperor has a serious purpose
it is to keep the statesmen guessing.
A Washington special says: "Mr. W.
Calhoun, President McKinley's Special
Cuban Oommiesioner, is to be rewarded
for his services by being appointed
Comptroller of the Treasury, instead of
Mr. Bowler, of Ohio" We had thought
that he had received his reward when
he cashed the large check that the Sec-
retary of State handed him. But
then Ohio people can have any old thing
they want. Nothing is too good for
them, so they think, and so Mr. McKiu-
ley evidently thinks, too.
Queen Victoria has reigned for sixty
years. The event has been duly cele-
brated, and there has been much seem-
ing rejoicing in London. The feature
of the festivity most to be commended
was the fact that the royal rule has
been so reduced that it exists only in
name and in the great expense the. royal
establishment is to the people of Eng-
land. It,may be taken as a note of pro-
gress that the greatest compliment that
has ever been extended to an English
ruler has been conferred on the monarch
that rube the least.
It is said by a writer in the North
American Review that five out of ev-
ery six of the people of the British Wes
are fed on imported breadstiefs, and
four out of these Ave on imports ex-
clusively foreign. The reserve of
breedstaff never exceeds three mouths'
supply and on January 1st, 1897, there
were less than three weeks' supply. It
is, therefore, a cause of some wonder
that England does not maintain fewer
battleships and build more cruisers for
the rrotection of her merchant marine
in the fearful event of a first-class, inde-
pendent power, likeGermany or France,
having a fleet of commerce destroyers.
In the air of European capitals there
is a surmise that Germany has been
promptly paid for her services as the
supporter of Turkey in the war with
Greece. The opinion begius to prevail
that a military convention has already
been signed, placing the Turkish artily
of 300,01)0 men at the disposal of Ger.
many in the event of an offensive move-
ment of Russia awl France. There ar •
two reasons for incredulity in this mal..
ter. One is that Aussie was a no 1 .ms
outspoken supporter of the Porte 111411
Germany; the other, that Turkey still
.• i--s ftrissin the vast indemnity exacted
'Au toe ..at of 1877 and financially,
therefore, is in Russian fetters.
The 135,000 coal mines, a Pennsyl-
vania, West Virginia, Ohio,Indiana and
Illinois, the bituminous coal region,who
are to go on a strike next Seturday,have
selected rather a bad time for their
strike, it would seem, as the mine-own-
ers say they have enough coal now on
hand to run them for several months.
The miners, however, declare that state-
ment to be a bluff, and say the mine-
owners will have to come to their terms.
As wages now arc the miners can hard-
ly make enough to keep soul and body
together if they work fifteen and Pis-
teen hours out of each tweuty•four, The
Coal Trait has oppressed them terribly
daring the last twoor three years. There
ought to be some sort of a court to arbi-
trate such matters as these.
It is an old, but true saying, that poli-
tics make strange bedfellows. The
combine existing between Mr. Reed, of
Maine, and Mr. Bailey, of Texas, is one
of those strange coincidences, the like
of which has but few parallels in Amer.
can history. Reed, acting in accordance
with the well-defined Republican idea
that nothing shall be done at thin extra
session of Congress cxcept the passage
of the tariff bill, is entirely consistent
from his standpoint. Mr. Bailey, while
reasoning from a different poinereachea
the same conclusion. Bailey says thut
he is in favor of continuing the present
do-nothing policy of the House, because
he believes that any legislation that Re-
publicans may enact is worse than IMIle.
Hence heeler; been sustaining Mr. Reed
in the do-nothing policy of the present
House of Represenatives.
Representative Champ Clark of Mis-
souri, recently made some speeches at
several points in. Virginia, and when he
returned to Washington he said: "rhe
great, overshadow iug, irresistible thing
in American politics to-day is the tre-
mendous personal popularity of William
J. Bryan. I found this to be the case
not only in Missouri, but in Virginia.
Shortly after the election a smart Re-
publican editor, in an efTort to belittle
Bryan and the cause for which he
stands, said : 'In six mouths Bryan will
be so completely forgotten that he will
have to fall out of a window of the
third story or have himself bitten by ii
dog to get his name in the newspapers,
yet, contrary to that prediction and the
hope which produced it, Bryan's name
leads all the rest-including McKinley's
-when it comes to a question of popu-
larity. The people have a personal af-
fection for him such as they had for
Jefferson, Clay and Jackson."
WARNING.
We wish to caution all users of Simmer)!
L.iver Regulator on a subject of the deeper
nn-rest and importance to their health-
rerhapt thee 11Yee. The eele prorrielori
ind makers of Simmons Liver Regulato:
earn that custo ners are often dereivi d Us
eiying eel liking some medicine of t
•imilar appearance or taste, le lies--fig it tr
e Simmons Liver Regidstor. ,We warn
..ou that unless the weld Rtgulator is on
he psekare or bottle, that it is not Simmons
aver Rezulator. No ene else ninkes, ot
deer u.s nn eie Simmons Liver Regulator, ot
mything c 114-ii Simmons LiLer Regulator,
rut J. HT Zeilin & Co., an,' re , medicine made
ey anyone eise is the same J*.Ve alone car
iut it up, and we cannot he responsible,
ither medicines re reswnted as the same di
it heln you as you are led to expect tliu-
jill. :Sear this fact well in mind, if you hese
•yeen in the habit of us.ng a ti edicine which
you supposed to be Smimens Liver Reptile
:or, because the name was somewhat like
t, ami the p tekage dud re t have the wore.
Regulator on it, you have it-en imposed
men aid haeo net I el taking Simmons
'aver Regatta ir at al, C rF,e B. gulator hss
-een favorably known ler many team, ano
dl who use it know hew neyeesary it is for
Fever and Ague. Rile us Fever, Censtipa-
ion, fletel leNe Dy.pepons. sedan disorders
maim( from a Diseessel Liver.
We ask you tn tusk ft.r yourselves, and
see that Simmons I ice:- Regulaerr, whir+
-ou esn readily distaiguisli by the Red %.
-n a-raper 0, r name, is the (411)
aisInme called fianmeris 1 iver Regulator







A Mother and Daughter, Wealthy People. of
Owensboro. Drink Carbolic Acid.
SOME OTHER ITEMS JUST FROM THE W,RE
(qPECIAL TO NEW ERA1
Louisville, Ky., June 30.-1 :45 p m -
One of the biggest assignments that hes
taken place in this city in quite a while
occured here this morning. '1 he Com-
mercial Building Trust assigned this
morning for the benefit of its creditors.
The assets and liabiliws are each esti-
mated at half a million dollars, but an
inventory will have to be made before
the exact amount can be known. The
assignment came as somewhat of a sur-
prise in commercial circles.
The officers of the concern claim that
they were forced out of business by the
recent decision of the Court of Appeals
in regard to companies like theirs.
A DOUBLE SUICIDE.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Owensboro, Ky., Jane 30.-1:50 p.
n'.-The people if this city were terri-
bly shocked by a double suicide that
occurred here early this morning.
Mrs. Weitmeier and her daughter, Miss
Pauline, both committed suicide in the
same room. They drank carbolic acid,
and died in terrible agony.
Mrs. Weitmeier and her daughter
stood well in the city, and they were
quite wealthy. It is not known
they took their liver, as they






[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Manchester, Ky., June 30.-1 :13 p. m.
-Mr John Wilson, the wealthiest and
one of the most popular citizens of Clay
county, was assassinated to-day by un-
known patties. He was known to have
had syeral very bitter enemies and the
assassination is laid at their door and
there is very strong ealk ef lynching
the suspectid parties, though the 000ler
headed men are advising the mob of
angry cierems to wait until an inveeti,
gation sow be made and some proof of
some sort obtained.
TURNPIKE RAIDERS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ZRA ]
Richmond, Ky., June 30.-2 p. m -
The people of Madison county are stir-
red up to a white heat to-day over the
last work of turnpike raiders. The raid-
ers have been quiet in this county for
some time, but last night they turned
out in full force and burned five of the
finest, most costlg bridges in Maoison
euunty, total!y destroj lug. them. An
effort will be made to find out the
names of the men who were in the gang.
The gang declared that this sort of work
would be kept up until each and every
turnpike in the county has been made
free. Threats were also made against
people who pay toll.
CHRISTIAN N DEAVORO RS KILLED.
(SPECIAL TO NILW IRA]
Chicago, Ill., June 30.-1;30 p. ni -
One of the special Christian Endeavor
trains bound for San Francisco was ter-
rible wrecked twenty miles out from
this city to-day and three passengers
ws re killed outright and twenty ruori•
were fatally hurt.
Full particulars of the wreck are not
yet attainable.
WILL Tel(E "ANY OLD THING."
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA I
Washington, Jane 30.-1 p. m -Wni
H. Overby, of Henderson, who failed in
his efforts to get the Melbourne, Aus-
tralia, consulship, which went to a
North Dakota man, called at the White
House this morning and requested Pres-
ident McKinley to appoint him to any
consulate that may now be open. He
items to be very anxious to leave the
United States,
ORDERED TO GLASGOW.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA)
Madisonville, Ky , JUDI! 31) -14115 p.
nu --Company E. of this place has been
ordered to Gisagow to protect the negro
Stone during his trial. Stone tried to
ravish a young lady who tete-hes in the
female college t err She, however,
fought him off, threw a burner; lamp
at him, and as he heard someboiy ap-
proaching he ran. The people will want
to hang him, because according to law
he can only be tried for detaining a wo-
man against her will.
DEATH OF A MAMMOTH STEER.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA '
Wichita, Kan., June 29.-The famous
steer. Jumbo, which had attained the
enormous weight of 5,000 pound., and
was still growing, was killed a few day
ago. "Jumbo" was four years old and
measured eight feet tall and 12 feet
long, Its had massive horns, IS inches
in circumference aun six feet iter011s
with perfect curve.. Mr. Payne, the
owner, decided to kill him and have
him mounted while his hide was in
good condition.
THE DINING CASE.
(SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Franklin, Ky., June 30.-12:30 p. m.
-There was an effort on the part of
Col. Gaither to get Judge Reeves -to
have every person entering the court-
house during the trial of Dinning, the
negro who is being guarded by troops,
searched for pistols, but Judge Reeves
refused most emphatically to do so. Col.
Gaither fears that some one may shoot
the negro in the court-house during the
progress of the trial.
A hard time is being experienced in
getting a jury. Men will have to be sum
moned from adjoining counties as
jurors.
A STRONG SPEECH.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, July 1-1:46-Congress-
man Evan E. Settle, of the Seventh Dis-
trict of Kentucky, this morning made
his first speech in the House, and a very
able one it Was, too. He spoke against
the constitutionality of Mr. Reed's cus-
tom of adjourning from Mondays to
Thursdays and front Thursdays to Mon-
days, declaring that it was a direct vio-
lation of the Constitution of the United
States, as any one at all familiar with
that instrument was well aware.
.."•00
THE AGONY IS OVER. SHERMAN FAILING.
T. J. Yandell Appointed Co]
lector at Owensboro.
THE CRITTENDEN MAN
Friends Do Not Think He'll
Survive the Summer.
FOUR BAD WRECKS.
Was NameS his Afternoon --E. T. Franks Vim (he Trial of Slone Beg.ns at Glasgow and Ex-
Gel time Chief Deputyshtp. cdaicat is Running High.
CRUMBAUGH TO GET A PLACE THIS WEEK.
[ aPitClal. TO NEW ERA]
Washing ton, June 80.-2 ;15 p. m.-
President McKinley has just named T.
.J. Vandal!, of Marion,Crittenden coun-
ty, Ky., to be Collector of Internal Rev-
enue for the Second district ofKentucky
at Owensboro, and John W. Yerkes to
be Collector of Internal Revenue of the
Eighth district of Kentucky.
The President was willing to take
Franks, indictments and all, but Secre-
tary Gage could not swallow the pill,
so the President asked Senator Deboe to
name someone else, and the Senator
telegraphed for his fellow -townsman
T. J. Yandell and presented him to Mr
McKinley on yetterday. It is said
Franks is to be Chief Deputy under
Yandell.
President McKinley to-day enured
Major Crurnbaugh that be would ap-
point him to some good fat office before
this week ends, and as a consequence,
SenatorDeboe is as mad as hornet and is
denouncing the President. Deboe says
he had fully made up his mind that
Crumbaugh should not have anything
and that McKinley has no right to ap
point a man from his State to anything
without his consent. He says Crum'
bough has opposed him and thatMcKin-
ley should not notice the Major on that
account.
Deboe is also mad because Yerkes
was appointed when he had wanteo
someone else, but the Crumbaugh matter
is the thing that gets next to him, be
cause he despises the Major so bitteily.
Deboe is acting very foolishly. He is
denouncing the President, declaring
him to be only a figurehead while Murk
Hanna is the real President. This is be-
cause Hanna was in favor of Crum-
baugh for Collector, though he did not
take any side in the fight.
earn Roberts, of Leeington, and Wal-
ter Evans, of Louisville, will item get
large, juicy plums, Roberts) for himself
and Evans for friends, and this also
hurls Deboe, who wants to control
every thing.
Fora ' 'One- gallus," i'ssge brush" Sett-
atorDeboe is putting on a great many
airs,and thePresident ought to take him
down a few notches by not giving him
anything, but he wants to avoid a row
with any of the Senators
PEOPLE EXCITED
Over Building and Loan Fail-
ures at Louisville.
MORE ARE EXPECTED.
The Decision of the Cowl 01 Appeals as to
Building and Loan Compar -es Blamed.
EVAN SE TIE MAKES AN ABLE SPEECH.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ER'.]
Louisville, Ky., July 1 -1:15 p
There is considerable excitement
among people hare ng money invested in
building and loan companies in this city
This is due to the failure of two com-
panies here ysterday, the Commercial
Building Trust and the ColumbialBuild-
ing, Loan and Savings, which caught a
good many people.
It is now rumored that there will be
more failure. of building and loan corn -
pies here before the sun goes down this
evening. It is deelared that the recent
decision of the Court a Appeals is
the cause cif the trouble, but a good
deal of it is duo to tee tete that so many
people have gotten afraid to put money
in these sort of concerns, because so
many have failed in different parte of
the country. Building & Loan com-
panies properly concluded can not well
fail.
The Court of Appeals' decision is a
OTHER LATE DISPATCHES OF INTEREST
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
Washington, July 1.-1 :45 p.m.-Sec-
r# tary Sherman is breakiug very rapidly
and today a number of his very close
friends were discussing the matter and
itwes almost the unanimous opinion that
the Secretary Will not be alive when
fall eomes, as they do not believe that
he has sufficient strength to carry him
thrdugh the heat of them xt two months
In order to prolong his life a number of
his friends are trying to induce him te
go to slime coed place on on the North-
, rn lakes and leave all business bebinn
him and spend the next two mouths
and a half in an t ffort to build up his
waning strength, but the aged Seen t tar)
hates to give up and will probably die
in the harries'.
CHRISTI .N ENDEAVORERS.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ices]
Chicago, July 1.-There were two
wrecks of Christian Endeavor trains
yesterday instead of one as at first re-
ported. Thirty miles from this city, On
the Galena division of the Chicago &
Northwestern, there were nine sections
of the Endeavor train sent out 15
minutes part. Section 4 was composed
of nine cars and carried 300 passengers,
and section 5 was composed of ten cars,
carrying 340 passengers. Thirty miles
from this city No. -1 stopped at a tank
for water and No. 5 crashed into the
rear end, telescoping the two rear slleep-
ers, killing two Endeavorers and a tramp
outright and fatally injuring twenty
other Endeavor passengers.
The second wreck was on the Vandalia
road just West of Vandaha, Ill., where
two Endeavor excursion trains collided,
killing three of the trains' crews. No
passengers were injured. Here the
wreck was due to failure of conductor
and engineer to obey an order to wait
at Vandalia for another train. They
started out at full speed and before they
had gone more than a quarter of mile
met the train they had been ordered to
meet. There were ten postal clerks at
work in the mail car, and one of them
was killed and another fatally injured
ANOTHER WRECK
Mlchell, Ind July 1.-There was a
freight wreck last evening on the L. N.
A. & C. Railroad, in which W. L. Reed.
of Madisonville, Tenn., and George
Bruner, of Seymour, hid., were killed
The wive k was caused by an axle break-
ing under a heavily loaded car.
ANOTHER C. E. TRAIN.
[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA] • .
s • '
Portland, Cal., July 1 -12 :35 p. ni.-
The Christian Endeavor trains seem to !
be pursued by some Nemesis. Yester-
day three or four of them were wrecked , •11",s,
and to-day another one went into the
ditch. The Superintendent's office in I le
this city was notified a little while ago e
that one of the Endeavor specials had
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[SPECIAL TO NEW ERA]
.` • 7;
Glasgow, July 1-1:40 p.m.-The case 7,;.:e
s s • .
of Tol Stone, the black wreteh who at , e
, • ..
tempted to ravish Miss Moore some :;,:e
weeks ago, was called in the Circuit . •
Court here at 1 o'clock this afternoon. ' e • et
and the prisoner was promptly marched `,•*e..$:
illt•O the court•roorn surrounded by Corn- ,• ,;.;
pany E. of Madisonville and the Bow- , •• . •:.
ling (en en Company. ' s-•
The pi ople are almost wild with ex• • ".;
eitetuent and are bitterly deuouncing
Acting Governor Worthington for send-
ing troops to protect a black villain who :
had attempted to rape a young lady, ii, m:
crime that would have been far worst-
than murder to her. They say that un- I e • e;
der the law the only punishment that
can be dealt out to him aecording e •
will be a short sentence to the peniten•
tiary, as he can only be tried for detain- e •
tug a woman against her will.
How is This?
hree of the trainmen.
s
--5,
A ties spaper sends out, we will se) . '••• •
2,0 Si pap. rut for one year at $1 00 per 
' 
• '•
yt an; a far-net- raises 3000 bushels of el;
wheat MA cells it at 60 cents per bushel e..
very unfortunate one for the State, and he getiehi4 money onlnelivere. Reverse '
many good lawyers do not believe that, the order of things and let the farmer
sell 
his 3,000 bushels of wheat to 15,000 ;
it is right. It certainly was not the in I 
people, each owing him $1 20, then let e' s
tention of the lawmakers to injure any him pay postage on 1.500 dune at two
of the business inters sts of the State. Scents each, or hire a man and send him .'„ •
out to collect it-he might have the ',•,/.1;"
straw to winter on. Poor farmer, he
would a ther starve or kill himself. Truly • •
Louisville, Ky , July 1 -1 he Glebe tic, 
say 
of a newepapee man is hare •••
Building & Loan Association, of this elite drew. of enter
city, has just assigned.
[SPEC! s1, TO New PRA I
I • 1 1 I ills Inuil
Slake nilshtY
Black net smells are beginning to ap ' the 'eremite held.
-Exishungepear.
110-000.0.40.
You will never know how
helpful- how good- soap
can be until you begin to use
Efficient, harmless, cco-
nomical.
liii prerrwhors Male only by
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STR AW HATS. 1
F-- Now is the time to purchase your straw hats for the
Spring and Summer. 1
e--fg-
4,-ipm.- OUR ICICLE BRAND 1'
1 straw hats is beyond question the best on the
1- 
market. We are ;showing the largest line, the great- a
G.-- 
est variety of these goods to be found in the city.
1
.--w-- 150 DIFFERENT STYLES. 1
...
E 1..-4.--g.--4.-- A Handsome Line f -p-- 1nderwear for Still Incr. 
1
Mammoth gioe
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All Sizcs and MO Pairs in all
-IN They wottv .•;1 )rk:
iS than one 
v 
eek.
Left from broken suits
and actually worth $3
to $5.
J. H. ANDERSON & CO.
t_ for
1.1l)\M)IPM\ )1vip iikvhi)MMA\14 javI2lyikilv110ii1p1ARI
" • • - • • • • • '10"• • , , • 1 • 1 • , • 1 • ,
, 'I'Si, • .0 • .0 • .0 • it
$ 40 0.0/4,•• •.*:? • I ',
,wre,
.'i!'s".1177::% • *, • i;a:;',•,*•". • -
•••••••,•s••., 9. !is 0.#, •.# i




Saturday Morning July 3rd
We will place on sfile 50 men's and boys
suits, strictly all viol, nicely made and
lined and all colors!, In fact they are suits
that sold at $5.ob $6.00 and $6.5o and
$7.50. Choice of the lot Saturday as long
as the last at
It You Want a Good Suit
.5







SUPPLEMENT, WEEKLY KENTUCKY NEW ERA, FRIDAY, JULY is
PRAISE FOR THE BR
A SERMON OF SPECIAL INTERESi' 
TO
YOUNG LAWYERS.
r..... Talmage Says if He Wete eaTANI Vow Hie Life He Would Prefer •Jury of ILawyers to One of clergyimeu.
WASHINGTON. JUDO 27. — Dr. Tal-
mage sermon today has a special in-
terest for lawyers, and all who expect
to be lawyers, and all who am the
friends of lawyers. His text is Tittle iii,
18, "Bring Zerias the lawyer." I
The profession of the law is heire in-
troduced, and within two dale in the
l'apital City 303 young men )(dried it,
and at this semen in various parte of
the land other hundreds are taking their
diploma' for that illustrious profeesion,
and is it not apprepriate a:ore I address
such young men from a moral and reli-
gious standpoint, as upon them are now
rolling the responsibilities of that call.
lug represented in the text by Zenes the
lawyer?
We all admire the heroic and rigor-
us aide of Paul's nature, as when he
elands molly deliberate on the deck of
the coruship while the jack tam of the
Mediterranean are cowering in the ey-
clone; at when be stands undeunted
amid the marbles of the palace before
thick necked Nero, surrounded with his
12 cruel lictore; ae wh .n we find him
earning his livelihood with hit own
needle, sewing haircloth and preaching
the gospel in the interstice.; ag when
we find him able to take the 89 lathe.,
every stroke of which fetched the blood,
yet continuing in hie inhesionarrwork;
as when we find him, regardless of the
consequence to himself, deliveting i
temperance lecture to Felix, the peevern•
tuent inebriate. But sentential, we
catch a glimpse of the mild and genial
side of Paul'. nature. It seams that he
had a friend who was a 
barrister by
profession. Hie name was Zenss, and
he wanted to RI. h1111. Perhaps he had
formed the acquaintance of this iawyer
in the courtroom. Perhaps sometimes,
when he wanted to ask some gpeption
in regard to Roman law, he 'tent to
this Zemke the lawyer. At any rate, he
bad a warm attachment for the man,
and be provide., for him comfortsble es-
cort and entertainment as he writes to
Titus, "Bring Zeno+ the lawyer.:."
This man of my text belonged to a
profession in which are many ardent
supporters of Christ and the pope],
among them Blackstone, thee great
commentator on English law, ahd Wil-
berforce, the emancipator, and the late
Benjamin F. Butler, attorney general
of New York, and the late ('harles
Chauncey, the leader of the Philadel-
phia bar, and Chief Justices Marshall
and Tenterden and Campbell and Sir
Thomas More, who died for the truth
on the scaffold, saying to his aghast ex-
ecutioner: "Pluck up courage, elate
and do your duty. My neck is very
abort. Be careful, therefore, and do not
strike awry."
Trial of Basting&
Aniong the mightiest pleas that ever
have been made by tongue of barrister
have been pleas in behalf of the Bible
and Christianity, as when Daniel Web-
ster stood in the supreme court at Wash-
ington pleading in the famous Girard
will case, denouncing any attempt to
educate the people without giving them
at the same time moral sentiment as
"low, ribald and vulgar deism and in-
fidelity," as when Samuel L Southard
of New Jersey, the leader of the forum
In hia day, stood on the platform at
Princeton college commenceruept advo-
cating the literary excellency of the
Scriptures]; as when Edmund Burke, in
the famous trial of Warren Hastings, not
only in behalf of the English govern-
ment. but in behalf of elevated morals,
closed his speech in the midst of the
most august assemblage ever gathered
in Westminster ball by sayiug: "I im-
peach Warren Hastings in the name of
the house of commons, whose national
character he has dishonored; I impeach
him in the name of the people of India,
whom, rights and liberties he has
subverted; I impeach him in the name
of human nature, which he ;has dis-
graced. In the name of both sties, and
of every rank, and of every station, and
of every situation in the world, I im-
peach Warren Hastings."
Yet, notwithstanding all the pleas
which that profession has maile in be-
half of God and the church:mid the
gospel and the rights of man, there
has come down through the generations
among many people an absurd and
eat-lied prejudice against it.. So long
ago as in the time of Oliver romwell
it was decided that law yers Might not
cuter the parliament house aie Member's,
and they were called "sons of ziernia h. "
The learned Dr. Johnson wrote an epi-
taph for one of them in these words: i God there
 is perpetual, reverential aud
God works w..nri. re ne,w and tlhen 
T prayerful oommouication! That attire
Here lieu a lawy..r, an honest Man: 
I Ley will never make an irreparaba.
Two hundred veers ago et treaties 
mistake. True to the habits of your
was tamed with the title, "Doomsday 
profession, von say, "Cite us some au-
Approaching With Thunder arid Light- 
thurity on the subject." Well, I qut a
utuit For Lawyers." A promibent cler- 
to you the derision of the supreme court
gytuan of the last century wrote in re- • of heaven* "If any 
lark wisdom, 1
gard to that profession the+ word.: 
. him ask cf God, who giveth to all ne 1
•
"There is a society of men among Us 
liberally and upbraideth not, anti
bred up from their youth in the art of 
shall be given him."
proving, according as they are paid, by I 
What a scene is the office of a busy
words multiplied for the purpose, that 
attervey! lu addition to the. nen who
white Is black and black is wbite. F
or come to you from right motives, beel
example: If my neighbor him tl mind 
men will conic to you. They will off .r
to my cow, he hires a lawyer i to prove* 
-cu a large fee for counsel in the wrong
that be ought to have tny cow front me. direction. They want to know from you
I must hire another lawyer to defend how they can escape from solemn mar-
my right, it being against all rules of italoblipation. They cenne to you want-
law that a man should speak for him- lug to know how they can fail ...dean-
self. In pleading they do not dtvell upon tageounly for themselves. They cc no. to
the merits of the cause', but 'upon cir- you wanting to know how th. y can
stance, they do not take' th shortest destroyed house. which _they honied
cuminances foreign thereto. For 'in- make the insurance rompany pity for a
method to know what title. toy adver- down with the ir own halide, or they
sary has to my cow, but whether the come. to you oil the simple errand of
cow be red or black, her horub long or wanting to eecupe payment of their
abort or the like. After that they ad- honest debts. Now, it is no easy thing
journ the canoe from time toirsiadvise, and to advise pettlement when by urging
in 20 years they come'to an 
u 
e. This litigation you could strike a ru le of
society likewise has a peculise cant or remuneration. It is not a veto easy
jargon of their own, ill which all their thing to dampen tin ardor of .11 ill-
laws are written, and these i they take flamed mute-stunt when you know
especialscare to multiply, wh4rebY they through a prolonged lawsuit you _nub'
have so confounded truth awl falsehood get from him w
hatever you asked It is
that it will take 12 years' to decide no easy thing 
to attempt to disci orage
whether the field left to me by my an the suit fur the brea
king of *twill a the
cestors for six generations belongs to surrogate's' court becaus
e you km e the
me or to out* 300 miles off." testator was of soun
d mind and belly
I say these things to she> yen that when be signed the dein/
pent. .t re -
there gait been a prejudic going on quires no small her
oism to de as I once
down against that professed° from gen. heard an attorney do in an office 
in a
eration te generation. I tie nt for it western city.
on the ground that they con .1 men to I overheard the conver
sation when he
pay debts that they do not w nt to pay, said, "John, you can 
go on wit') this
and that they arraign cri nods who lawsuit, and I will 
see you three :th as
want to escape the nousequen of their well 
aa I can. but I want to teL you
_lime, and as long as that 1 we, and It before you Start that a l
awsuit is iqual
always will be se, just so long there to a fire." Ceder th
e truffle:Wow+ I. Pup-
will be climes of men wb will affect tations that mugs upon the- legal p
ro-
at any rate to despise the I al profess. 
feacion there are scores of me 11 who
1 Juxrcacit_ bay ii_ la_atlaar . brie gQ110 dOW11. A1410111E1 of thtu. trona
'bring iho pricie (It the highest tribunal
of the ...tine have 'weenie a disgrace to
the Tonthe onurtrootio. Every attorney,
in addition to the innate sots. of right,
wants the sustaining power of the old
fashioned religion of Jesus Christ.
"Bring Zenas the lawyer."
a-_
mutative. but I heave had long she wide,
aequalutaace with men of that proles-
non. I have- found them in all my par-
idles. I tarried iu tiue of their 'dices
for three years, se In-re- there rattle real
estate lawyers, insurauce. lawyers, '-rim-
that lawyers, uterine lawyers'. yid
have yet to find a class of men thorn gen-
Temptation.
ial or more straightforward. Them are There arc two or 
three forms of temp-
iu that occulatiou. as in all ou
r ecru- tation to which the legal profession is
mations, men utterly obnoxious to God especially subject. The first of 
all is
and man, but if I were' on trial Lc my skepticism. Contro
versy is the lifetime
integrity or my life and I wanteci even business of that occupati
on. Coutrover-
handed justice. administered to vie I py niay be incidental or amidental
 with
would rather have. my eats submitted us, but with you it is perpet
ual. You
to a jury et 13 lawyers than to a jury get so used to pushing 
the sharp ques-
of 12 clergymen. The legal profession, non "Why?" and m
aking Mended rea-
1 believe, has leas violence of prejadice son superior to th
e emotions that the
than he to be found in the sacred call- religion of Jeans 
Christ, which is a
ing, 
simple. matter of faith, anel above hu-
Sart kly Resources. mutt reason, although not contrary to
There is. however, 110 man wha has it, hae but littl
e chance with some of
mone ie.:uptake,: or graver responsnili- you. A brilliant 
orator wrote a book,
ties than the barriste r, teed lie wlee at- eti the first pag
e of which lie announced
te mitt.' tel diecioarge the duties of his this, sentiment,
 "Au honest (lod is the
poeition with cooly ; at tidy C.1101111'01 1111 Loldest Nt,
,r1r elf man." Skepticism is
making a very ere-at inestake. Witness the anglicised temp
tation of the legal
the peewee of who have. iu that pro- profession
, and that 111all who can stand
leaden made eternal shipwreck. Wit- in that profess
ion, resisting all solicita-
teas the. men who. with the - law of the tines to 
infidelity, and can be up brave
land under their arm, have violated ev- re George. Brig
gs of Mdeposchusetts, who
cry statute. of the eternal tied. Witnes'. stepped from 
the. gubernatorial chair to
the men w ho have argued placidly be- the wiesio
liary ecuvention, to plead the
fore earthly tribunate se ho shall shiver camel
 of a dying race, then on his way
iii dismay before. Ow Judge of quack and beam fro
m thee entiventiou, ou a cold
deal. Witness Lord Thurlow atineunc- day, took off him 
warm cloak and threw
ing his loyalty to earthly government it over the 
shoulders of a thinly clad
in the seutence, "If I forget my earthly Busti
n:wry, pitying, '"fake that and
sovereign, may God forget me!" and estate it; it will
 do you name good than
yet stooping to unaccountable meanness- it will mu.','' 
or, like Judge McLean,
i pp Lord Coke, the learned and who run Jeep
 (nom the Nupreuir court
the reckless. Witness Sir George Mac- recta of the 
Celled States on to the
Kenzie. the e.xeerated of all Seoten Coy- anniversary 
pletfortu of the American
entodera, so that until this day, in Gray Sunday School 
union, its tined powerful
Friarse churchyard. Ediutourgh, the orator, de
serve. congratulation and en•
ehildren w beetle through the bars of conduit].
the tomb, crying: ' 
0 met) of the legal profession, let
rue bug of you to quit asking (mentions
Meekent1.., come out if you astir.
Lift the smelt and draw the- bar. in regard to religion a
nd begin believ-
No other profession more needs the jug! The might
y men of your protest-
grace of God to deliver them in their SiOD, Story and
 Kent and fdatistieid, be-
temptations, to comfort them in their 
came Christians, not through the
ir
trials,, to sustain them in the discharge tirade, but thro
ugh their heart,. "Ex-
of their duty. While I would have you cept ye become
 as a little child ye shall
bring the. n.crehant to Christ, suet while in no wise ente
r the kiugdant of God."
I' would have you bring the farmer to If you do not
 become a Christian, 0
Christ, and while I would have. you man of the legal 
profepeion, until you
bring the. mechanic) to Christ, I address can meson tthie who
le thing out in re-
you now in the. word.' of Paul to Titus, mad to tied and Ch
rist and the* Cullum-
"Bring Zunisee the lawyer." By so much tality of the soul,
 you will never bet-
as his dunes are delicate and great, by come is Christian at 
all. Only believe..
SO 1U11.11 does he tweet Christian minim "firing &HMI 
the lawyer."
lUS and safeguard. We all become cli- Sunday Obeervasee.
ems. I do not suppose* there is a man 50 Another mighty temptation for the
years of age who has been in active legal profession is Sabbath breaking.
life who has not been afflicted with a The trial has been going on for 10 or
lawsuit. Your name is assaulted, and 15 days. The evidence is all in. It is
yon must have legal protection. Your Saturday night. The judge's gavel falls
boundary line is invaded, and the courts on the desk, and he saye "Crier, ad-
men re-establish it. Your patent he in- jouru the court until 10 o'clock Mou-
fringed upon, and you must make the clay morning." on 
Monday morning
offending manufacturer pay the penalty. the. couuselor is to sum up the. caste.
Your treasures are taken, end the. tine f .Monster's ef dollars, yea, the puta
must be apprehended. You want to lion and life at hail *ha
w. Ina peuil
make your will, and you tin not waut upon tle tureens of his plea. wl
to follow the example of those who, for he spend the iutervening Sunday? .There
the sake of saving $100 from an titter- is not OM' lawye r out of 11 huudred thist
uey, imperil $250,000 and keep the gen- can withstand the temptation to break
eration following for 20 years quarrel- the Lord's day under much ciierimstauces.
lug about the estate until it is all es- awl yet if he does he hone his own
hansted. You ate. struck at t-y :tu as- soul, What, my brother, you cannot do
sussiu, and you must invoke for lion the before 12 o'clock Saturday night or
penitentiary. All classes of peraane in after 12 o'clock Sunday night God does
course of time beeome clients, and r here- not want you to do at all. Besides that
fore they are all interested in the uoot al- you want the 24 hours of Sabbath rest
ity and the Christian integrity ef the to give you that electrical and magnetic
legal profession. "Bring Zenas the force which will be worth more to you
lawyer."
A Had Cause. 
before the jury than all the elaboration
ef your case on the sacred day. My in-
But how is an attorney to deei ie AS tiumte and lamented friend the late
to what are. the principles by wit hi he Judge Neilson, in his interesting retm•
should conduct himself in regard to his niscencee of Rufus Choate, says that
c•lie uts? On one extreme Lord 13roug• during the last case that gentleman
bam will appear, saying: "The iuno- tried in New York the court adjourned
mice or guilt of your client is nothing from Friday until Monday on account
to you. You are to save your client re• ef the illness of Mr. Choate, but the
gard less of the torment. the suffering, chronicle r says that on the intervening
the destruction of all others. Ye are Sabbath he saw Mr. Choate in the old
to know but one man in the weeld-- "Brick church," listening to the Rev,
your client. You are to save him though Dr. Gardiner Spring.
you should bring your country into con- I du not know whether, on the fol-
fusion. At all hazards you must save lowing day, Rufus Choate won his
your client." So says Lord Brom, ham, cause or lost it, but I do know that his
but no right minded lawyer could Sabbatie rest did not do him any harm.
adopt that sentiment. Every lawyer is entitled to one day's
On the other extreme Cicero will rest out of seven. If he surrenders that,
come to you and say, "You must never he robs three—God, his own soul and
plead the cause of a bad man," forget- his client. Lord Castlereagh and Sir
ful of the fact that the greatest villain Thomas Romilly were the leaders of the
on earth ought to have a fair trial and bar in their day. They both died sui-
that an attorney cannot be judge and ad- ride",.Wilberforce accounts for their
vocate at the same time. It was grand aberration of intellect on Hie ground
when Lord Erskine sacrificed blue uttor- that they were unintermittent in their
ney generalship for the sake of defend- work, and they never rested on Sunday.
lug Thomas Paine in his pnblicatiou of "Poor fellow!" said Wilberforce in me-
hi'. book called "The Rights of Mau "' grad to Castlereagh; "poor fellow, t
while at the same time he, the advo- was nonobservance of the Sabbath! '
cute, abhorred Thomas Pain -'s irreli- Chief Justice* Hale says, "When I do
gioue sentiments. Between these two op-
posite- theoriea of what is right what the rest of the week is unhappy and tin-
shall the attorney do? God alone eau successful iu my worldly employment."
direct him. To that chancery he must I quote today from the highest statute
be appellant, and ht. will get an answer
in at. hour. Blessed is that attorney be- book in the universe, "Remember the
tween whose office and the throne ref Sabi:lath day to keep it holy." 'filie legal
gautlennui who breaks that statute may
seem for awhile to be ativautaged, but
111 the long run the men who observes
this law of God will have larger re-
tainers, vaster influence', greater profes-
eional Pewees. than those rues' who
!Teak the* statute. Observance of the
law of God pays not only spiritually
stud eternally, but it pays in hard dol-
lars or bank bills.
; Another powerful temptation of the
!egad profession is to artificial sitinealus.
No one except these who have ouldreseed
audiences knows about the nervous ex-
haustiou that sometimes conies after-
ward. The temptation to strong drink
approaches the legal profeseiou at that
very_asoint. Then a trial is coming on.
Through the ill ventilated courtroom
the. tattrune ep health liati leen depresetal
fee duye and for wile. He. wants to
tally his energy. lie is tempted to re-
sort to artificial stimulus. It is either
to get larnmelf up or let himself dowu
(hat this temptation COlie.. septa hien.
The newer of the tialtlicall har, ruined
iu reputation and ruined in (Kate, said
in hi is last moments: "This is tin. end.
I um dying on a borrowed bed, covered
with a Lernmed 00.0, in a house' built
by Public charity. Bury nee wider that
tree in the middle el the field, that I
Illay not be crowded; I always have
been crowded."
The- Great Futuna.
Another powerful temptation of the
legal protease-in is to alley: the absorb-
ing duties Id the profile& u to shut out
thoughts of the great future. You know
very well that you whet have MO often
tried cite no will after awhile be pht on
trial yeanselvels. Death will serve on
)0U El writ of ejectment, and you will
be put off these earthly premise'. Ou
that day all the affairs of your life will
be presented in a "bill of particulars."
No eerie rini from a higher court, for
this is the higholet court. The day when
Lead Exert r an.. true el fe•r high Imo( n;
the day mien the. how*. of Ct,11111i11111
1110‘...ti fur the impeachment of - Lord
Lunt: .U04. daa When. Quaky L mkt
• . • 4.Adiel
demi.
hon, f lest his grief AAA liindet sleep,
1 veited his bed,
But round him slumbering deep,
Stith darken'd eyelids. and their lashes yet
From hie late subbing wet.
And I. with mogul,
Kissing away his tears, left Oho, of my owa,
F.er on • table drawn btunde Ms heed
So had put within his reeseh
• box of mounters and a red vein'd stone,
A pit.,e of glass a by the beach,
And Mx or Breen
A bottle of blnehel
And Iwo French copper coins, ranged there
with careful art
To comfort his sad heart.
So when that night prayed
To tiod. I wept and said:
•'Ah, when at last we he with teamed breath,
Not vexing thee in death.
And thou retnemberest of what toys
We made our joys,
How weakly underetood
Thy great eomnianded good,
Then, fatherly, not lees
Than I whom thou has molded from the clay,
Thoult leave thy wrath and say,
'I will Lae sorry for their childishness.' "
--CorentriPatinore, as Originally Printed in
Pall Min Gazette.
HE MARRIED MARY.
Although he bad, in addition to a lo-
cal habitation, a name of his owu—Pe-
ter Duel' to wit—he was always known
as "the man that married Mary." By
profession bewail' a plumber of some re-
pate—that is to say, be knew by heart
the meenderiugs and idiesyneraeies of
every drain in the village., aed le. add-
ed to this experience knowledge, for he
had the wrest. to carry about with him
much white lead as was necessary to the
fulfillment of his calling, instead of ex-
pecting the same to gr.ow wild in every
well ordered honeehold—a false expec-
tation which obtains umoug plumbers.
For six days of the week he plumbed,
but on the 'seventh (or rather the first)
he dressed himself in a little brief au-
thority and a sort of black uightgown,
and stood revealed to the eye's at au ad-
miring village as the verger of the par-
ish church. It was impreppive an are
him conduct to such avant NH he deemed
meet for them the ',troll/ere within his
gates, and the way whereinduring
the anthem—he distributed the 11411111-
bags among the recipients ft r who in
they warp reserved was a function is
Itself, On one nemoratle occasion,
when performing this last mentioned
rite, he eturubled over a top hat, placed
in the aisle by sonic unwary stranger,
sent it spinning up the. church, and
staggered after it in hot pursuit. For
me awful moment it weaned that the
pillars of church' and state see-re' alike
trembling, then the wurt hy verger timid-
ed hiumelf, teemed the rumbling blot k
to it. owner, and concluded the tune-
time to the nufeigned delight of the
sone of the rector, who longed ever
afterward to present a teniumnial to
the uuknowu author of the catastrophe.
The ieliabitante of Cheriton did not
wear tep hats, mid if they had they
would leave knows be . ;teas lavetel
meek oissrasles en time (tic
se ties Arwe's boys cow . t
alien brow head been. mo to. 'peak, the
bead and front lef the °freedom, and
they blessed that brow accerdingry, cad
never forgot the great "kick off at 7
o'clock," as they culled it.
But all these paltry honors and dig-
nities paled beside the fact that Peter
DUI111 ("plumbing verger" or "verg-
ing plumber," whichever One was
pleoused to dub him) was above all
things "the man that married Mary."
Beside this crowning distinction all
meatier honors sank into insignificanev.
Mari had been the reigning beauty of
Cheriton for more year.. than Sila would
have cared to confew to when she ar-
rived at the conclusion that "leading
apes" was nut so satisfactory an occu-
pation se marrying plumbers and so de-
cided to espouse her devoted adorer,
Peter Dunn, who had regularly prommed
to her every Saturday aftereton for—
well, at least 250 Satuniuys, at the
lowest computation. With her office as
Dissipi beautv of Cheritou Marl Mlle
tgueen tearenine Sere put upon trial:
the. dry when Robert Emmet win ar-
raigned us au insurgent; the day when
Blennerhasset was brought into the
courtroom beCUUNI) he hied tried to over-
throw the United States government,
and all the other great trials of the
world are nothing compared with the
great tried in which you and I shall up-
pear, munimoned befere the Judge of
quick and dead. There will be no plead- ;
lug there "the statute of limitations,"
no "turning state's evidence.," trying
to get off ourselves while others suffer;
no "moving for a nousuit." The* case
will come on inexorably, and we shall
be tried. You, my brother, who have so
often been advocate for othere, will
then lived an advocate for yeurself.
Have you selected him, the Lord Chan-
cellor of the I:levet-see? If any man sin,
we have au advocate-, Jesus Christ the
righteous. It is uucertain when your
case will be called on. "Be ye also
ready."
Lord Ashburton and Mr. Wallace were
beeline barrister,' in their day. They
died about the same time. A few mouthe
be-fume their decease they happened to
be in the same hotel in a village, the
one mooed going to Devonshire, the
other gaing to London. They had both
been eared upon by a direlote which
Chic')' knew would be fatal, mid they no
quested that they be carried into the
same room and laid down on softie, side
by side., that they :night talk over old
times mut talk over the future. Si. they
were curried in, and, lying then. on op•
petite sofas, they talked over their old
contests at the lair, and then they
talked (I the future world, upon which
they must soon enter. k was said to
have been a very affecting and solemn
interview between Mn. Wallace and
Lord Ashburton. My subject today puts
you side by side with those men in your
profespiou who have departed this life,
some of them skeptical and rebellious,
P011.10 Of them penitent, childlike and
Christian.- Thoee. were wandering eters
for wham is reserved the blackness of
rearkuvan forever, while theme othere
went up front the cesurgooni of earth tp
the throne of eternal dominion. Through
Chrigt Vie advocate these got glorious
acquittal. In the other ease it was a
hopeless lawpuit—an unpardoned Sneer
venom' the Lord God Almighty. (3h,
what disietreuis litigation! Be-hold, he
cornett! Tile Judge, the Judge., the clouds
of heaven, the* judicial ermine, the
great white throne, the judiciel bench,
Chic' archingel'e voice that shall wake
the dead, the crier, "Come, ye blessed;
depart ye- cursed!" the acquittal or the
condemnation. "And I saw the dead,
small and great, stand before God, and
the beetles were opened"
bad combined the mitten et
achoolmiletresse. She was a good girl,
and did leer work well, but she had no
natural love of teaching, and she was
very thankful at last to lay her occupa-
tion aside and become Mrs. Pete r Duen
instead. Maly felt (us iudeed all the
village, Peter include-d) that she had
conferred an unspeakable favor upon
her husband in mairying hire and to
the day of her death she tie gad him
more as n kiug consult than an a verger
and plumber in his cell right, whichi
lat undoubted* wee, for Maly was
what the villagers call "gentee I" and
founded het ideas of men 1111d W(.11it 11
upon the berms and heroines of such
si ly and eeneatioual novels us came in
her way, and, judged according to that
Neandard, Pc ter certainly fell short of
ideal mantle:(.d. Ate 101114 as she lived
Mary umlaute d Peter these stupid
measurements and found hint short und
plait and commonplace and rough man-
nered. Afterward she probably learned
to measure him acconling to the meas-
ure of a noteit—thet is, et the angel—
and discosered that her pluin little
plumber wee more of a hero than n11
the* nun of straw bad delighted to
read about in the foolish days of her
retell, but of this we-have, of mope, no
recoil]. Poor Mary, however, wilt mint
be; the only ones who will find the. stand-
stale of this world all wiling iu the
light of the next one, and the.n. is much
comfort this thought.
But though she. looked down open
him on au-event of his rougher innuners
amid iufetiot e duration linty Dunn was
sincerely attached toiler good little hug-
baud, and ettece.cled in :linking thee few
yews she was spared to Will years of re•
diunt bliss for Peter. As for bine be
simply worshiped the grimed ou which
Ilia wife walked. Mary had a younger
sister, of she WW1 inordinately
proud, who wits a governess in 11 gentle-
man'm family. She Was, according to
Mary, "quite the lady," and would, 110
Mary thought, consider it a degrada-
tion to visit so humble a home as the
Mean you, master ck, for what you I A Valve* stocky Bu
gle,
have done teem Me. tit day—never." It is a bugle de of two slabs of ce-
"I thought titer must have been dar about thretas teenthe of an inch iu
money in the box, y u seemed in such a
way Went it."
"Bless you, sir, I shouldn't have
made all that fun f it Intel only been
money. But, you , these letters are
all that I have left of my Mary, and I
re-etch them over a ,over again. !She
y Mary was."
too," said Jack
WaS 11 rare whetter,
"And so prett
kindly.
"Aye, Master Jlek, she was that,
and dm merited way with her. Why, I
could tell you the history of each cf
them ten roses, laid where we were
standing, and what she said when she
gave it to me, only I should feel some-
how as Mary mightn't like it. But I
say her dear words over and over to
myself and never f get them, though
ft would seem irrev rent like to relent:
them to another pe ti, even to one 01
the quality like yo If."
"Of couple, of unte," said Jack
hardily, feeling a (weer, nucomfortable
lump in his throat, 4ind theu they went
on to talk of other hinge En the man
that married Mary as. comforted, und
thee biding place of is savings remained
a mystery.
i A year or two af er this Jack Leven
was truveliug in Stvitsrland mid full
iti thud out) with Monte people culled
1 Lamson. Mr. Laevenu woe a flashyj* wig man, w, el great many law(wed no manners, lid his waft* wiim a
petty woman, who falsely imagined
hermit a lady an4 re-cult el in the. delu-
sion. .'
"I think I 'eatil you me mien you
tame =Wan CheritIon 111 Blankshireg
said 1.4111,011 one uy to Jack at the
table Whole
Stew, Jack had ever mentioned the
fact, but Mr. Lasviien had discovered it
by a diligent pernital of Jack's luggage
labels, whereof Jack was perfectly
&Mary, PO he. iniswered shortly :
•• Yes, I come teem Cheriton."
"Then, Wrap' yhti know a conuectuni




would have despise el Peter as much are Melody inemired t
son's. kinsman.Mary did, few not to every (one is it
given to see the -deeper meantime ana "It'. 'er trot
to hear the hidden music in the. coin
inon theme of life—le ast of all to such
frivolous littx souls AP those of the Fii
term Mills.
After Mary had been de ad for some
— years a eteneral feeding spread through
Clieliton that the mane that married
Mary was becoming a miser. He made
ets Tate rev, who tooled from, th.queht Isel eyes a N. ry gtl.,11 ineram..
! And spoke in quite prexs_u tile Nese, 
and as there were
„g ,g„ ...egg* te,ge diele,,gga, ao chiral ..iiir iiiir te support[
THE TOYS.
asvilpfaift- as ea and yet he
Dead, agile evet'ef-peint, which
to-ought aim it disrepute. at Cheritou.
The eherv.contan who cleaned his house
told flu :11111g miles elf a tin box, secure-
ly locked, Which had its abode under
Peter's chest of druwers, and into One
box the imagivation Cheriton trans-
ferred all the savings winch Peter so
care-fully hoarded.
One day the vector's eldest son, Jack,
now at Oxford, rushed into his father's
study, crying:
"I say. dad, what do you think? The
man that married Mary has been rob-
bed of all his slayings."
The rector pupated up hie spectacles
and gazed benignly at Jack from under
the m.
"Dear me, dear me, what a sad
thing!" he murmured. "How much
money Las be en stolen?"
"Nobody knows, but the tin box out
of hie tedreenn has gone, &did the poor
man is demented."
"No wonder," said the kind old
rector.
"The. tide f evidently cliniteel through
the window while Dunn was out, as the
door was locked,"
"Did he take anything besides the
tin box?" asked the rector.
"No," answered Jack, "for the very
good reason that there was nothing else
inside the bowie worth the, carriage.
There must be a pretty pet of motley in
that hex, dad, for never a pipe in the
whole bursts without the man
that married Mary being well paid for
mending it, and he is remunerated for
his le w craning duties, too, and yet he
hardly bas enough to eat, I hear, and
there is nothieg in his house worth a
half crown piece. The savings in that
SUM."
Old tin box must tot up to a pretty
"Dear sue', dear me! It is very sad,
Jack, my toy, when the love of money
thus tales hold cf a man—very cud in-
deed."
• 'Well, the old toy is punished for it
now, anyway," said Jeck, with the int-
o mitered justioe the very young and
inexperienced, "and I am glad of it."
"I'm net," sight el the rector. ''I sup-
pose punishments do.good, but I um al-
ways *tarry whets thine is a mem silty for
ways, Ate Stli'll a bright, pretty, 
endeavored to perethade Peter to cease to
to it.
the no If tool. Mary had lived, Dunn When Jack Isivett reaehrl home, he
would 11PV1-1* have got anto these' ine an
Fula 
etny hitneelf for the sake of such worth-
Whit remark ahowed that the die- 
lees people as the Lk/WOODS, but in vain.
Bless you, sir, I don't do it to please
peteeetionee of Inovidence ere miser after -
all than the reasoniug of the nest char. 
them; I do it td please my Mary, tenet
liable old recters. 
she'd set her heart on Amy beiu quite
Later on in the day Jack Leven the lailY*"But they ate so ungrateful, no un-
caught sight of a dark object lying iu a -worthy," argued Jack, "and I don't be-
ditch. Ile pulled it out and found it to
lie-vu the niceo4y dues them any real
be a lin be:, with the lock pried open.
In it the re was nothing but a packet of 1014"i Peter laughed: "But that don't mat-
lette rs in Mary Duina's pretty, old fash-
ter to me," be mid. "I do what Mary
d ritaug and some fueled rose, wante d, and I don't bother about any-
brown anti criep with age. The former thing else. If Illary had wanted me to
he was too much of a gentle man to
throw my moueY into the river, into the
read, bat lie concluded they were love
river nay MOM ywould ha' gone. I don't
letters. NS thay wt.* minimised to Peter want menty's berth for my money; I
Munro laue as mas es money iu the ,
box be seejeteared at Wm thief had 
only want to ple-ane my Mary. The
squire epee& his money on hunters, not
taken what was valuable and thrown
became! be wand's to kill foxes for food,
the ru [Adult away. Su be took it straight but &cattle he loves huntiu for its own
to Denim with ninny condulences.
"I have, fined this box of young in a 
',Ike. You spend your time on cricket,
not became you are paid for it, but be-
ditch, Dime" he said, "but I fear alla cause you love cricket for its own sake,
the. valuables leave L1P.11 taken out of it. and plearin Mtn', is my huutiu laud
Peter seized the box and examined it. cricket, &DI you see?"
contents,
"No, it's all right, Master Jack," hel 
"That'll it, le it?" said Jack quietly.
'The only joy I ever had in my life
cried, with excitement. "Fifteen let- wan Mary, and the only pleasure I have
ten, and 10 noes and not one unsling.' now is doin what I thiuk Mary would
Oh, bow man I thunk you enough, sir, w-he 
restoring them to me? I shall never 
wish. And 
Wneli A rue" 
 umy 
Mary again
a I know she'll be rarely ',kneed to hear
forget your kindness as long as I live.
. ,1111dS% which showed' that poor Alm
1),,nti'm seemlier& of et ed lire etling acres
as wroth alio. as licr MI iiiiitruflo of other
things'. Therrien% though Mary sonic.
times went to see the believed Amy, la nib,. in or beim leriton, and 
he. tdo
Amy uever was allowed to come to knew that they eeloia
ted to a eta,
Churiton or to be lornaglit into contact which would not liaveeounted the
 Lao
with that excellent mull, her brother eons among their acquain
tances, much
iu-law. Piolatbly bud she come Amy less among theiS relations, eo 
he eau
e uaute of Mrs. Law
erai)n-law, Mr. Pete t
Dunn, 'er sister's widower," explained
Mr. Lawson. "Since 'er mister'gdeuth
'e 'int allowed My wife a 'nudred a
year. and if 'e's. an rich as I imagine I
think 'e might ineboase the allowance."
"Why?" asked lack dryly.
"Well, you see, y wife's sister mar-riedfn
 beneath 'er, I think it is only old
Dunn'm duty to p y for the privilege of
teeing related to such a genteel family.
I geolier 'e isn't cinite what you'd call a
gentleman—not like you and me, you
know."
Jerk ehuddere4 and felt an unholy
desire stirring Within him to knock
Lawson down; but, stifling his desire, he
said quietly:
"Mr. Dunn is sn excellent man, and
otue for whom I entertain a profound
respect, but you are mistaken in consid-
ering him Wealthy." ,
LaWS011'il face fell. "Then you don't
think 'e could increase the allowance?"
he asked.
"I feel sure he could not do so, what-
ever his wishes might be. It is only by
denying himself that be is able to make
it as large as Ads. Of this I tun cer-
tain." ,
"And you delia't think 'e'll have
much to leave thin?" inquired Lawson
gloomily. :
"I should say-Oothing. I can assure
you lie is a man of most limited means,
and under the citicumstauces the. dllow-
ance you mentioued is princely in its
munificence." ;
"Oh, my word! You 'aye upset rue,
Mr. Levett. It's; 'orrible to, 'ave com-
mon relations who aren't even rich,
don't you think? Riches is the only ex-
cuse for commonnelia, to my niud."
• ' Pardon me," staid Jack in.itry. "You
are deluded in thinking that Mr. Dunn
was in any way inferior to his wife or
her sister. For my part I can only say
that I tun proud to count hint among
utinued Lawson On
Wier.
ew all the wealth \
thei'kness aud be into a funnel shaped
I how. The bell o mouth is lUg inches
in cirruniference It is hooped with
covsliorn rings lid iron bands. -.The
bugle is the perty of Mrs. Annie
Maybe'', grandd ughter of the late Cap-
tain Robert Coll mu., wbo was a soldier
in the war of 1 12-15. It was in the
campaign of Col eel Richard M. John-
Pon and was at t ec death of Teonmseb.
Captain Collins was a bugler for the
regiment, and t is is the identical in-
strument he n d tiuring the war and
which ordered he fatuous charge of
Coheir' Johusou Captain Conine was a
mechanical gen a end with his own
bands made tl * instrument. Every
morning at sum se. be waked the neigh-
hoe hood for 111 lea 'aroused with his
reveille call fro his bugle until his
tenth in 1864. Frankfort Call
my friends," and Jack stalked off iu I
"To think of Amy's old
"Oh, my!" exclaimed Mr. Lawson
meditatively. 
should Rcadhigh dudgeon.
brother-in •law timing out to be not SO
rich or so (-minion as we thought. 'E
must be something particular if that
young swell couuts 'im among 'is
friends, for a more unfriendly, stuck up
chap I never niet. 'E won't chum with
me at any price: But I'm glad to 'ear
Anty's people aren't as commou as I
thought. fele-spew commonness and 'aye
always prided myself on being quite
the gentleman, but I creel help feeling
a bit 'urt at that young Levett not be-
ing more affable with me."
And it was several days before Mr.
Lawson's self ientisfuctiou recovered
from the bruise Pack had administered
how I have toiled and saved to please
Jack hoked puzzled. "But wasn't her, and tea to how the Lawsuits spent
the-re anything else in the box?" he the money. • Why, bless you, Mae-ter
"1;lo,• sir, this is all, and it la all I 
jack, do you suppose that when me and
my Mary are together once more we'll
have on earth tl.at is of any value to •
be worryin our heads about such rub-
me. Fifteen lettere that my Mary wrote
Gish as the spendin o' money?"
111t1 We. IS re courting end 10 roses And Junk Levett felt that Ile ought to
tiled she gave 1111. at cliff, times. take off his hat in the pressenee (of the
And to think thut the/ are tell safe, and
liQt One gthisietr. I shall slaver tritely o
rt4tu that wank(' Mary—Young Worm-
No Clre—Illo Pay,
That 1. the ay all drroggists sell
Grove's Tastelee Chill Tonic for chills
and malaria. I
nine in a t
it. Adults pref
tog tonirm. Pu
is simply iron and qui-
form. Children love
it to bitter. nanavet-
• 50e Utz. d&w limo
Me.chants and
Traders ixchage,
9th St., Back of Phcenix
Hotel, Hopkinsville,K
Cor-espeace ids of W I O'Dell & Ce.
Main Office, Cipcinpati, 0,
Stocks, Po Its, Cotton. Orsini%
l'rov Nion , Dealt in on Mar-
gi us, or or Cash.
Mail Orkle promplI3 attended
10. .
Long Dist ce Telephone, 144.
















rich of his Veterinary
horse-shoeing shop on
opposite W. T. Bonte's
opkinsville, Ky., where
to serve the public.
MECHANICS,
in his employ for yearn,




their lion paper. Here's a
chance to cad it for nothing !
Do you w nt the Daily New
. Era deli v red free to you for
four wee ? If so, purchase
from us g ods to the amount
of three d liars ($3.00) and
; the paper will he promptly
delivered o your address free
of charge. Tickets given with
each 10 c nt purchase.
We Cant a Full Line
of everythin4 usually found in a first-
class drug s e All goods guaranteed
strictly pure mid of the very best quali-
ty.
PRESCRI TIONS
have our pre4npt and careful attention
at all hours, iay or night. Telephone
No. 149. WI simile, solicit your patron-
age- I Very Respt.,
P. MILLER,
The Druggist and Stationer.
Ragsdale. Cc:toiler & Ce's. Bank.
Tut • Tull
Extrac *A without pain for
50 cent with vitalized air.
A FITL SET OF TEETH $7.
Teeth i serted without
plate.
Old and oken Down
Naturz teeth made as good
as new Crown and bridge
wor a specialty. All
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ABOUT THE 0. V. I RAILROAD RUMBLES.
Me Minority Sell Out
Their Holdings to the
ILLINOIS CENTRAL.
All I. C. and T. C. MI Co::-
fleet at Ciarksvillp.
/edge Breathte Sets As de the Altachmen
el lees s in the Kug'er Case.
SOME OTHER MATTERS OF INTEREST.
The Louisville Times has the following
to say ef the purchase by the 'Dittoes
Centrel of the bonds of the minority
stockholders of the Ohio Valley Railway
Compsny :
"On June 1, 1897, Mr. J. P. Helm. as
attorney for the holders of $4e0.000,
• )cetrity of the bonds of the Ohio Val-aelviay Con,penv, made a motion
their behalf in the United States Dia-
ries Court iu Louisville to postpoece the
sale of the railroad, which was then ad-
vertised to be solcl at Henderson, Ky •
June 3 The court msdee an order post-
pouihg the sale to July el, 1s97.
"Since the postronement the holders of
-.he bonds have sold them to the Illinois
▪ Central Railroad Company, and the sale
of the Ohio Valley will certainly take
peace July 6 and be purchased by the
Illinois Central. as that company now
owna virtually all of the bonds of the
nito Valley ItAllWay Company "
. -
Th• Kugler Cams.
The hearing of the attachment suits
against Mr. J H. Kugler, the eroptie•
tor of the Racket store, was begun in
the Circuit Court Monday morning anti
is still in progrees, and is being listened
to with a great deal of interest on the
part of lee yere of the local bar.
Lerett.
The Censt at a little after three
n'elreek do deleted th it tl. IL Roused Of
New York, did hot have jest Mends
tor attaching the stook of goods of Mr.
J. H. Kuehl, and therefore the ate
taoliment was set aside. Ties de.
eision will virtually make an
assignment out of the matter aud all
creditors will share alike. Rousse c'aim
was for aboat 111.000. If Mr. Kugler
can now arrange matters with his other




There will be a meeting of the Demo-
cratic County Committee in this city
next Monday for the transit( lion of some
important basinees.
Small Price.
The famous old Polk place at Nash-
ville, the home of the eleventh Presi-
dent of the United States wan sold at
public auction Saturday and only
brought $13,0o0
Holding Down the Bench.
Mr. W. II. et :ey ham gene up to
French Lirk Springs to drink the splen•
did water to be found there and also to
take a much needed rest. During hi.
absence his jewelry business is being
attended to by Mr. El Pyle.
His Find.
While cleaning out some of the un-
frequented nooks about the coort-house
a few days ago Kinney Tyler, the court-
house janitor, found two of the old 10
cent "shin-plaster" issued during the
war, and a poetage stamp lEstit d =rue-
diately after the war.
Died Tuesday Morning.
- --
N40 The wife of Mr. W. H. Shanklin, who
resides in the Houston Boales House up
on Ninth street died Tneeday after
a short illnees. She leaves a buebane
and two daughters. One of her daugh•
ters is Mrs. George Vaughn, the other





Grog Hawkins, colored. died Monday
night at his home eight miles from this
city ou the Greenville road. He am a
blacksmith aud was seventy-seven yeare
old. He was au honest man, faithful
to his friends and respected in the com-
munity.
Died Last Wes k.
'The Many friends of Rev. F. T.
Lithe, who was formerly paetor of the
Universalist chur h in this city, will
learn with deep sorrow of his death
died last week at his home at Cadiz.
Indiana, after a short illness from
j eundice.
Mr. Lathe was an escollent man,
•:nri he had many very warm friends in
..s city and in the Northern portion of
this county, where he frequently
preached.
A Pleasant Event.
The Federal veterans of the Northern
portion of the county and many from
this city looking forward wieh many
pleasant anticipations to the reunion
that they will bold down at Kelly sta-
'eon to-morrow.
k large number of veterans and their
'sillies will gather in the grove near
station early in the morning and
t spend all day. Each family
P a well-filled basket and at noon a
exeellent dinner will be spread, SP
ery body who ham ever attended one of
Kee reunions well knows. After din-
er there will be patriotio addresses by
Ir. John Feland and one or two oth•-r
ood speaker'. The day will be greatly
ujeyed by all who attend.
Sick stomach means sick man (or wce
elan /
Why not be well?
Sick stomach comes from poor food,
poor nourishment ; means poor health,
poor comfort. Shaker Digestive Cordial
means health and a well stomach.
If we could examine our stomach we
would understand why it is that so lit-
tle will put it out of order.
But, unless we are doctors, we never
see our stomach. We only feel it. We
would feel it leas if we took Shaker Di-
gestive Cordial.
Shaker DigestiveCordial makes your
stomach digest all the nourbehing food
you eat, relieve a all the symptoms of in-
digestion, acts as a tonic and soon
makes you well and strong again.
The more you take the less you feel
of your stomach.
At druggiste Trial bottle 10 cents:
Awarded
Highest Honors -World's Fair,





Purr time Cream ol tartar Powder.




inten at that he will fall into Rome mile berth
es Nash. soon. There is not an oilier. the AdIllin-
onaceoy. estration could give him that be would
eetwfore not till with credit. However, he want-
of th • ed the Collectership and he shoulit have
•. Lone. secured it. It is a sad commentery
• owe- Repubbeatt politics that en admirably
After dinalithei man. l•aekeil by the l'reselent,
made the Seeretary of the Treasury amid others
high in authority could be deteated for
the position to which he aspired by the
will of a one-horse country eoctor.
- -
W. W. Clarke. chief deputy under
Collector Powers, vie probably return
to this city when he leaves his office.
fie. will be warmly welcomed by his old
friends.
n privet-
catty operated by the latter. wiloich now
owns most of the bonds.-Hieville
Post.
WHAT BAXTER AYS.
The Old Point Trip-L & N. Ewa gs-Talk
About Trains.
MATTERS OF MUCH UM. I TEREST.
C,ol. Jerre Baxter, who pure
Tentiosesee Centrul railroad I:
said ta day that the other en(
road will be completed to Ha
once and work in the directen
ville is ill be commence (I at
ile says it will parallel the
line and the Lebanon braze'.
Nseehville, Chattanooga +nil
railway to Nasheille and will I
:went within eighteen mont
tais he says connection will
with the Illinois Cetetral.
To a reporter Col Baxter sat
"The talk about the Illinoii Central
building au independent line tato Nash-
ville. emanates from those who least e x-
pect and least desire such a summa-
tion.
"ft ie Louisville & Naehy
The °threats of the latter eo
well knoW that the Illinois Co
not iuvade Louisville & Nash.-
eery with au iedependent
idea is to make the people of
believe that they are to secure
indepeudent and competing 1










that the Tennessee Central will be built
tf the people will aseist its projectors.
Ile Louisvile at Nashville peeple seek
to create the impreesion that Nashville.
eel get a nattered without the people,
teeing into their pockets."
The Illinois Centre compti hartne
reeently Sneered Cemented der he stnek
of the Ohie Vellry rstsrond eonipatly,
whleh operatei a line 1,0te•eatt Keene -
stile and Illeigstiotille, Mr, II ter wit.
isiltsel If this hue won't' lbe earefeirit to
Clarksville, a distance+ of tedutteeight
utles. Ile "aid that he felt aseelureel tilde
mau would be e xtended 1 if hie
winpany completed its lite+ through
Naehville to Clarksvi.le Th a would
itgive the Illinois Ceucrel direc connec-
tion with Nashville and with he great
East lennesse coal fields.
Will A. Wilgus, of this cit
eau making arrangemente fo
sonally condueted" Old Point
wcursion front this region. He
sgeel a trip of this kind every







success. A lerge crowd will oubtleS4
zo from here. The e x .ursien tvill start
for '•Old Point" on August 11.
The gross earnings of the ie. & N.
railroad company for the thirel week in
June are 376,0..,33, shoe iug a decrease
livef 17.135 as compared with the same
period in 196 For three eeks in
Jane the earnings are $1.137, 40, a de -
erease of $7,035 as compared evith the
same period in thee. The eareittiges front
July 1st, leeliel. to Jane 21st, lae7, show
a decrease of e39.e:te as compared with
the same period in 1895-tel.
The sale of the Ohio Valle railroad.
which was defered until Jul 6, will
rake place on, that date at ',clergy'',
Ky., as ordered by the court. The Ohie
Valley was a part of the C. 0. & S W
aud since the perchaee or tha road ley
the Illinois Central it has
The Meeks Central has sehrired by
purchase a majority of the bottle; of the
Ohio Valley Railroad, and iv hen th••
road is sold on July It the forMer cone
paoy ill purchase the prope
improvements will be made. o




pany takes hold of the prole-I.-Louis-
ville Times.
Still After Hite.
The Southern Express Cnimpany is
still after Gus Hite, the eotael outlaw
elm is supposed to have been the men
who robbed the Exprees ineeteenger oil
the Memphis and Bowling Greten braneli
of the L & N , near Clarksville, Tenn .
in the eight ef Tuesday, j ne 22nd
Che company elf- rs tete for the arrest
of Elite, and terse offers to paf for any
information learlieg to his DOW.
West Cody, e he is suppotied to be
Elite's part-tier in crime, is neiw in the
1Madisonville jail, having bee arreeteo
lAst week by J. M. Victory, o E treng-
ton, who went to Cody's hom alone and
getting the "drop" on hire put the
bracelets on hie wrists wi heut any
trouble.
It is strange that the man who robbed
the expreee ear was allowed to escape.
aS there were at the time two otber ex
pressmen in the car with the laeresenger
fhe three expreasmen must have peen
very badly seared, as they altovreel thestrobber to back out of the c wither',
any of them making an atten pt to kill
riltil. ,
They might, however, have been like
a certain fireman on the C. 0. & S. W.
railroad some years] ago. here had
been a bad wreck on the roa en Mul-
eraugh's hill. The engineer. stuck to
his engine and saved the tra n. but he
stuck because he didn't hay time to
jump. The fireman saw the danger in
time to jump MT. The late en. John
Echols, then General Mena er of the
road sent fer the men tn r e to his
office. He praised the engin r for his
bravery, making the man feel very
sheepish becanee he was cqnscious. of
the fact that he would have !jumped if
he had seen the danger in tiree, bat he
did not tell the General so. When the
Genera. turned to the firemaiii he said,
"I understand that you jun-taped off as
eoon as you saw danger ahead, you de-
eerted your engineer. Yost ought to
have stuek to your engine
what you could. When pee
the wreck and speak of the
bravery ()ley will speak of
enward." Whereupon the
plied: "General, I'd rather
eowardly cur than a dead h.-
I'm right now worth more t
cemetery full of dead her











Maj. Creonbaueli acknowledges to-
night that he is beaten for the Second
district Collectorship; lent he is telling
his eriends that he is certain of a good
place elsewhere.. It will come, however.
not from Deboe: but through the Preei-
dent hieuself.-Coerier Journstl.
These are the d-tys %Alien the magnifi-
rent Maj. Crumbaugh ...belted he had
been a little more careful to cultivate
the Rood will of eontitry dloctore-koels-
'die Untie.
114 Crunilsitetli berm haring a
etuithirtstlill chat Milk 1111% President.
reaem a Waahlominit Thome on
the Itemise tied %steely el thee eleteely Ma
jor anti say Ins ti ) till of ler
nwit, indedendent of any fitetuen. The
Preaident regards him wi!li fever on ac-
eotint of his past services., and it can be
reliably stated that Crumbaugh will get
a good thing, probaely laying leiter
than a Coileetorehip, teeth( r Deboe
eeeks or Lot. It will lee one of Presi-
dent's. pereonal appoitemeuts.
Mejet Cratubaugh, while he did not
get the collectoreldp, win be given some.
thieg, and over Deboe's protege, re mai ke
the Lentesvilie Post. Deboe does Lot
want Crumbaueh to get anything, end
the latter is at a loss to understand the
Senator's ammo ity toward him in this
matter of Federal appointrueets.
De-hoe and Franks are a pair nolxidies
from the same little obscure tow n of
Marion, Ky., who by some chance have
been thrown to the surface in the whirl-
pool of politics. Now that Franks has
eroved too neneh of a pill for McKieley
and Gage to swallow, still another ob-
scure pereou, named Yanded, from the
sante town pf Marion, has been brought
forte to be Placed in the Owensboro col-
iectorship. Yandell was to have been
Franke' chief depnty and without doubt
erateks will be Yankeleo chief deputy,
and ie the. division of the emoluments
of the two placee Frineks will get half,
if uot the best of it. Franks' unsavory
oharacter, in view of the bribery indict-
ment, the Wilmore evelence. and the
tremendous; protests front Owensboro.
wag too PlUcll for the Administration ;
therefc re.. the -devil is to be whipped




Prof. F. L. Frogge, of leuiontoe
formerly of this city, was (le-meted upon
as the next principal of the public
echools by the Middlesboro School Board.
.
Gems to Italie
Charlee D atilo, the well-known fruit
veudet, is going to Italy next week to
serve his term ia the regular army of
the Italian Government. He expects to
return to liopkinsviae in about three
years. Semetime in the fer•away future
Charlie hopes to save up enough money
to live its Italy, and unless he has been a
soldier he can not e rjesy the rieileges
of ciezenehip, heitee his determination
;o shouleler tunsk t for a e w year!.
at the robber with a pistol in each of his i
hands, doubtlees felt very nett like
that fireman did and it is no very sur-
prising that they did feel eo.
e ewe- -
Goes to Philedelph a.
--
Resr. Martin D. Hardin, Harrods•
burg, Ky , eon of Gen. P. Wet Hardin
and sou-in-law of I x- Vire Presideet
Stevenson, and well-knol here, has
accepted a call to the pulpi of Green
Presbyteriau church, inert ave-
nue, Philadelphia. Pa , and ill upturn,




Alrendy the worms have biernn on the
tobacen, eotwithstanding ht has not
been set bnt two or three wp.eke. The
worms strip the leaves leavihg nothing
bat the stem, seas the Prin eton Ban-
ner. Some of our correspon lente from
the Hopson eountry state t it some of
the farmers are plowing sip heir totter,
I ces land steel ;denting it in rii on at- -
count of the worms teeing so had.
1 ---..- .. -is-Sava You it Gaul-es-Buy our grape
THE COLLECTORSHIP.
A Few Echoes From the Hot
Contest.
COUPLE. OF NOBODIES
Crunehaseet R:a%onably Sure to Fall lobo an
Easy B irth.
THE -ZOSIUTRY DOCTOR' HAS till INNING
The Hopkineville friends of Major
Crumbangh are deeply dietressed at his
'•turn down," hnt still chug to the hope
Ths Banks.
Auditor Stone has made an important
ruling with regard to the batik.; of the
Ante.. les has decided to pay baek-in
the shape ef credited texes and some
cash-to the banksorganized entire the
time for accepting the provisions of the
Hewitt bill-all the 75 cent* tax paid by
them to the State, which was in exc. se
of the -11e, cents that other property wee
paying. Tee banks that accepted the
itewitt aet's provieion will not get the
rebate fmm the State 7 zeopting those
which have pre in a einem for the Fame
Went to ii..w.tuff Green.
1 he following teachers left here Tlief.
day for Bowling Green to attend the
State Teachers' AssociatIon:
Meedatnes E. W. McKenzie, B. A.
Griffith, S. L. Frogge ; Mestere A. C.
Kuykemiall, It H. West ; Misses Huth
Penn. Mary Penn, Murtha Walker
Mary Walker, Doyle Anderson „Jennie
Weet, Emma Courtney, Daisy Rice,
Lillian Ilramher, Katie McDaniel; Prof.
Ie. Frogge.
Yesterdeyei Park City Time* says:
-.A mong see we he MISS
Kate.MeDauiel, of Hepkineville, Super-
intereleet of the Christian comsty
seheole, and a pioneer woman stmerin-














These pains are symptoms of
dangerous derangements that
can be corrected. The men-
strusil function should operate
painlessly.




and regular. It puts the deli-
cate menstrual organs in condi
tion to do their work properly.
And that stops all this pain.
Why will any wotnan suffer
remelt after month when Wine
of Cardni will relieve her? It
costs f leo at the drug store.
Why don't you get a hottle
to-day?
Por advice, in cases requiring
special directions, aeleltess, giv-





0.0 C•ruor''Ir, Tes111, says:
" I sgsz troubled at monthly intervals
with terrible f•.:nt my ',cad art to..4,




Crroect Epitome of all of the
Makets.
FARM NEWS AND NOTES
Matters of Great Interest to all Tillas
the Soil.
wilELLER. 5111.1.4 k *S SALES
Sale of 43 hints. tobacco by Whee'er,
Mills & Co. June 30th :
25 hhels. leaf, CS (X1, I 50, 7 50, 7 50, 7-
50. 6 90, 6 SIO, 6 50, 6 50. 6 50, 6 80, 6 25,
6 10, 6 00, 6 00, 6 00, 5 9a, 5 tiO, 5 7.5, 5 50
3 50, 5 00, .e 00, 5 00, 5 00.
le blids. lugs, .$4 25, 3 80, 3 65, 3 25,
2 10, 3 :10, 3 eo, :3 30, 2 90, 2 SO, 2 50, 2 50
2 30, 2 25, 2 10, 2 10, 1 95, 1 93.
Market strong and higher on all
grades.
1VIC STOCK. MARK/CT.
Reported by the Louisville Live Stock
Exchange, Bourbon Stockyarde.
Louisville, K., June 30, 1se7.-Cattle.
-the cattle receipts tc-day were light
and of poor to medium quality. The
market ruled barely steady at unchang-
ed prices under moderate local demand,
which about cleared the pen by the
close. Trading developed no feature of
interest.
CtilVeS-The receipts of calves were
very light and of fair quality. Pricete
were pushed up 23c by a brisk demand,
aud tops sold at $5 00(,, 5 50. Local
butchers absorbed all offered 
$4 254 4 44,Extra ehipynng 
Light shipping 
Debt bliteners  
4 teka 4
)4.sw 4 I:.
Fair to good butchers .  eke
Com iiiiiii to medium butchers  Tata :1 25
Thin. rough steers, poor cowl
Med Se11111% eggs
Good to extra oxen 
Common to itiedluin Oxen .  :2:7: 2 I::: 
• :it'll; :3;,t :;;Feeders 
Stockers .
Hulls 2 tria :1 ou
Veal calees . ...... . 7siel
I' hole.- tit I tell cc s
triter III stood itil;11 vows ..... . tom
islit,12.1:7,
=110f1P-Tito )(tiles! of hogs was toed.
erste or gRiti 'ideally, Ttatlee opened
Menet etratly at age elswilhe tenni yestet-
inky's figures toil Hosed easy without
further tliietattoti in riots, The pens
e ere eleered, !noel peeking mut-
penies buying heavily.
et $3 no, heavies at V.--s;ims, and
li:hotisb. 28. es 3 6.0..
Choler. peeking and butchers, y2.5
3 two to
Fair to good packing. Hoe to Ma th
4/110d Il1 extrio light, WO to ism
Fat shoats. 11.0 to Liu S. 
fel.; .1
Fut sin.ate. MU to Ida fb.... .. . .. ;12.144.4
ItoUghs. Ifs) i 0 471t) . 75otit
l':tes. re to ..... 2 tee
Sheeps and Lamle-The arrivals of
sheep and lambs here were light and of
MiXed gradee of gooa average quality.
The market Wait very late ill (True*
and ruled sluggish throughout. No
change in prices were reported, but the
close was weak with unfavorable pros-
peters. Shippers and local buyers clear
ed the pens by the cloee.
eocsi to extra shipping sheep $2 erea-2 se
 2 26042 75
11.:4aaltri ... ... medium 
'melts . . ...  lers4:41.2
SIOVIL ew.-% and wo•thers  2art 7:)
Es t rot .pt lin: lambs ....... 5 niltsb
Fair 14. goon   26(2570:1S:
t r lambs
Fair to good butcher iambi . 2 75(43 2.5
tail entis 2 IbIg2 LA`
Tit E LOLISVILLE MARKET.
The following report is furnished ex-
clusively to the New ERA by Glover &
Durrett, Louisville Tobacco Warehouse:
Sales on our. market for the week just
closed unionist to 2,871 Wets., with re-
ceipts tor the stone period 2,7e5 hhds.
Sales ou our market since Jan. 1st,
amount to .0,245 hleds. Sales of the
crop of 1896 on our market to this date
amount to 76,415 Mids.
We have had a very strong and actives
market throughout the week for dark
types of tobacco, prices being higher in-
ce-ming all gradee, than at any time
during the station ; the greatest improve-
ment being for. the meoium to good
grades of leaf. The offerings during the
week have included some tobacco 'tasta-
ble for cigar purposes and prices lor
such have ranged from $7 to $10 rer
hundred. We have also made sales of
eonsicierable leaf which eould only be
cla.esed as French and Italian teepee zero,
at figures from eel he to As ete The re.
handling trade continue free buyers of
tobacco of extra length without regard
to other merit, at prices ranging front
$5 50 to $7. Common lugs have shown
some advance during the week but the
improvement for this grade has not been
decided.
The following quotations fairly rep
resent our market for dark tobacco,
I S96 crop :
trash ......... CM ate 1 re)
Common to medium lags 1 75 to 2 71)
Dark rich Inge, ex' quality :3 00 to 5 ote
Medium to good leaf  6 50 to 9 00
(seal of extra length 
Wrappery styles  
6 00 to 7 5e5
00 to 16 00
ta-Kili AND (-lig Ap.
A spraying mixture, claimed to be
cheaper than parts green, is composed as
follows: Two pounds white arsenic.
eight pounds of eat eoda and forty
pounds of lime, the total cost of the
spraying mexture beeng 70 cents., or 3,4
cents per liarrel as a solution. The
quantities; mentioned will make SOO gal-
!OHS Of spraying mixture.. Dissolve the
arsenic by boiling with carbonate of so•
do in two gallons of water (ordinary
a-leing feriae which nexture can be
kelt always ready for use. Boil in an
old iron pot for fifteen minutes, or until
the arsenieis diesolved. When wanted
for use slake two pounds of lime and
add forty gallons of water. Iuto this
pour a pint of the arsenic mixture. This
preparation will not burn the leaves of
plume. It makes a milky colorist spray
which can easily be seen on the plants,
and is IA only cheaper tnan paris green




In lee the average annual yield of
milk per cow in this country was 1,400
pounds. But to be try profitable a Cow
should yield during the year at least 5,•
000 pounds of milk.
THE 7)&7 -HARD.
Keep the orchard fenced front all
stock, plant ta hoed crops for three
yeare, and then sow to clover. When
bearing give it a load of manure for
every load cf apples taken away. Do
not expect it to bear without food.
--•••11.1... •
Sam Small'• Daughter.
Mrs. Loretta S Ford, a daughter of
the Rev. Samuel Small, is again to fig•
ure.. in a divorce suit. A memorandum
was tiled Saturday in the Law and
Equity Court at Richmond!, Va., by the
counsel of hi r husband, Stuart H. Ford,
asking for an absolute divorce. The bill
contaihiug the derearation aud cause of
this proceedieg will be submitted in the
caee later.
Mrs. Ford was a Mrs. Jackson, of
Knoxville, Tenn. She was divorced a
short time after her first mare iage. She
tnet Mr. Ford at Old Point Comfort, and
after a four days' courtship the couple
went to Rielimond and were married
The tineband is a son of A J. Ford,
the. proprietor of Ford's Hotel, one of
the beet known hotel men in the South.
Ford deelares that the Rev. Mr entail,
hes wife'. father, had recently tele-
graphed hien that if he attempted to in-
jure. or ri fleet upon the poor' name of his
deugliter he would go to Richmond and
shoot hins.
No Cure- No Pay.
That is the way all druggists sell i
iroye's Taste-less Chill Toler for chilla
end matures. It is simply iron and qui-
eine in a tastelesa form. Children love.
it. Adult.* pr, fey it to bitter, nutmeat-
ing tonics. Pelee, 59e. t&s cl&w eau.)
H•king Preparations.
Great preparetions are beiug made by
the people of Crofton for the ectertain-
trent ef the big crowd that will gather
there • ext Saturday to (Tie:mate 1111i
Fourth of July which comes on Sundae
thls yeer.
For eiany years the people of Crofton ,
assist( -1 by the. John V.Iloyd Pont of thee
G. A. It , have celebrated the Fourth
with a big barbecue, speeches, a ball,
&c., eze, and large crowds have always
attene, d The people of that portion of
the county have gotten to looking for-
e ward tie these entertainments for weeks
and menthes ahead, and they are itleitys
pleasitet ir sirs.
Thie year the crowd that will gather
at Creftem will bee the. largest ever sects
thereeletit there will be plenty for all
who pet, as the preparations are being
inside. on a ye ry large scale. There will
be speeehes Saturday by several Hop-
kinsv see; gentlemen, thewe will tee a bar-
becue. a bran-danee and a ba'oon as-
cense le, and at night there will be a
fireworks display and a ball at 'tee ho-
tel. There will be a very large crowd
from Ilopkineville in attendettice.
.
WAN f ED.-To Is Mae my farm four
miles from town ou Clarksville pike for
three eer five ye ars. Wit
Mits. Jill'. WINFRI:E.
Our Next State Senator,
The probability is that the next State
Senater from the district comprising
Hopkins and Christians counties *ill be-
e Democrat. Ie the choosing of tree
noneuees Hopkins* and Christian have
acted alternately, and this year the
noruitoes is to be. selected from Hopkins
comity. It is very likely that the Coun-
ty Cumulate° will select the Democrat
who will make this race, and the Mail
only wishes the trongest man put for-
ward The Republican nominee will
also be a Hopkins county man, and
much interest will be felt. The Democ-
racy will be united, sanguine., and will
go in to win. The Republican.; will have
little or nothing to go befere the voters
ou that can give them a ray of hope or
entheise them for campaign work. lhe
preient gold stannard times have given
them the money, and even "de culled
broth, r'' havieg too hard ti time
get ex eted. The Dentoereted eats pipet
tee ti etrttate ftetiestor.froni this eilettlet
Tue I istietallie forge* PAU 1,11•11 ituite
din tallee and the Mall will lir fort
MOM In the tioutsty Commit
tee ran he &printed on to solve, ths
beat o.an tor the place.- Mintisonvilli•
Mail.
Clash, Will Casa
The Casky will ease was decidedMon
morning its favor of the plaintiffs. On
the peppy preporting to be the last testa•
went of the late Miss Lucinda Otteity
was written the following verdiet
e "We, the. jnry, bud this met • te te• the
will of Miss Lucinda Casky." rage
has been pending in court about two
Mead the Nrw ERA'S free offer to get
ta the Nashville Centennial. lio-t eight
subset ibers to the WEEKLY NEW YHA r
one year at $1 and we eel furbish ticket
to Nashville and returns. also ticket to
the e xposition and trausportarion to ami
from grounds. w 1 t
sten No Clue.
Strange to sliy. the re- im as et co clue
to the identity of the murderer of the
unfoc tunate deaf and dumb negrees who
wag found dead in her bed on the farm
of Mr. Thompson, near Cadiz. last
week. There was a bullet bole in her
head, showing that she had been shot
with a pistol sometime during the pre.-
eeeding niitht, but beyond that nothing
can 1 e found out. Nobody on the place,
remembers to have heard any shut fired
on that night, and it is hard to see how
that CALI be, $114 there are other cabins
near the one in whirh the woman was
killed and it seems impossible that the
shot could hare been fired without
arousing some one in some of the other
cabn.e. This fact led the officers to
suspect that the woman had been mur-
dereet by somebody who Itved in one of
the the other honses, and that the rest
of the negroes on the place knew more
than they would reel about the matter.
and the effacers have. worked along that
line., but. if the ether negroes really
kuo,v anything they have succeeded
well in keeping their iuformation
themselves, for to day the ettieers arc-
no nearer a clue than they were on the
morning that the murder was discover-
ed, .. tech was one day last week, al-
thoterh they have worked very diligent
ly on the case. It is impossible to find
out who could have had any motive for
killieg the poor unfortunate creature.
We send out circulars
thismeek under date of
July 1 to subscribers
wr ose time has expired
giving date of expira-
tion (Ste. Don't fail to
attend to this as it is
very important to us.
We will continue to
publish the best paper
in Southern Kentucky,
but we must have mon-




years. Evidence scale introduc_ed by the
plaintiffe to show that thee will was
I 'ivied under influence. unduly brought
to bear on the testator. It is Feel that
an appeal will be. taken.
SOY icaent ir•...c Apo*.
July 1st, 1897.
The farmers are busy saving their
wheat crop, which, we are glad to say,
is a good one. We are abe glad of a
good proepect of plenty of pie. ae the
berry and fruit crops are fine ones. The
tole Lem crop in tine neighborhood will
be very light, as many farmers who have
been its the habit of planting large crops
are not planting any, while others are
not planting over half a crop The corn
is lnoking well; has been well cultivated
and with pleuty of rain we may expect
a good crop.
We have been watching and wonder-
ing ever since last March when the sin-
gle gold standard peoples would turn
loose the shimmy dollars they talked so
inneli about in the Mark Hanna canvass
last fall. In place of times getting bet-
ter, us they said, they grow worse.
At thee repelled. trustee election in this
district there was a proposition to levy a
toe of ten cents on the hundred dollen,
worth of property awl fity cents Poll,
and to have an eight month schodin-
stead of five, as we now have; but tlee
voters sate "No, we don't want schools, '
and men came out to vote who had
never voted before in a trustee's ease -
time defeating the tax by a small nine-n-
ay. Men who had children to educate.
said "no," and worked hard to defeat
the tax, when a t, te months school in-
stead of a five monthe school have been
taught for about one dollar and fifty
cents additional tax. Mr. Charley His-
gen watt elected trustee for a term of
three years. W. C. Davis and W-.
Lacey are the other trusteee.
There will Ise au all-day meeting at
Pleasant Hill Baptist Church on July
!Mil. Memorial services will tie con-
ducted by II-v. J. U. Spurlin and Rey.
Winehester Meachatn, the eubject to be
ethe life and death of Rev. Nick Lacy."
Conte everybody with well-tilled baskets
and eejny the meeting. At eleven
tee morning Rev. J. U. Spurlin will
preach ; at three. in the afternoon Rev.
Winchester Meacham preach. This
I is the mother church of all the churches
in North Christinn. TRUE BLUE.
Taken Sick.
A farmer named Hammond, who
lives near Pee Dee, was taken very sick
this morning on the Clarksville pike,
near the city limits, where he was fecund
by a colored woman. Dr. Thomas was
summoned and attended the man V11,0
, was suffering from-Wei attack similar to





Luc & $1.00 bottes. Drugguate Have It,
Reubin Sergeant made hie eFrape
Wednesday from tie, eluting:deg %%heel
was at weed k near Empire.. 'I hie is the
second time he has escaped since
he began his sentence for a.-
exulting his w:fe and ei rry-
ing a. deadly weapon. He had
served one hundred and fifty-five days.
He was sentenced for 338 days. Man-
age-r Boyd effers $20 for his arrest and
return to the work-house. Sergemet is
fifty-two years old, five fee t and five
inches tall, weighs 135 pouees; Isis color
is dark brown, face senootlerhaven ex-
cept for a stubby mustache, hair
sprinkle d with grey. He grins constant-





The members of the Di nmeraticCotin-
ty Committee are requested to meet nt
the City Court T00111 ill HOpkillSVilli
Ky., at 2 o'clock in the Afternoon of
Monday, July 5th, 1.497. Important bu-
siness. ISAAC GARIO r.
Chairman
•
If you want the best wheel on earth
buy a 1897 Columbia for $73 for the next
ten days. come early as a limited num-
ber will be. sold at this p-ice
E. M. Ne , & CO.
1--TOBBS
MISHN IN NOFK MILLE
[MILLI
nit re 1.+ no beitger .1n) Pc ascii
till). I', oplo
t.4 r %1 it h
DIS1•11•01.




And That Remedy is Dr. Hobbs
Sparagus Kidney Pills.
The prediction made by Dr. Ifebbs in
the pap. rs of this city some weeks ago,
that by the Use of Dr. Hobbs Sparugus
Kidney Pills, the total nunaleer of these
suffering from kidney troubles in Hop-
kinsville would be reduce d at least
twenty-five per cent during that time,
has beets fully verified.
Could the pnblic but read all of the
tender and grateful letters which are
daily received by the owners of this
grand remedy from cured pateente, let-
ters full to oyes flowing from joyful
nearts once newe restored to health
after years of Nuffering and usieery-the
good this grand medicine. has accom-
plished, and is accomplishing to-day.
would be more than ever re alwe'd by
There es nothing that can (lime any
htho:iePsuttilli:hysiceate greater s tiefaetion
and pleasure then to feel that hes has
teeen the means of restoring lost health
to some creature.
ELEVEN YEARS OF PAIN.
Officer Danks and His Kid-
ney Troubles - Nothing
Cave any Relief for Years




Chicago, Sept. 151h, 9.1.
HOBBS REMEDY CO :
Gentlemen :-For years I have been
suffering from a week back and seeerr
pains in the. region of my kidneys, my
first serious troubles being at the nee of
2-1 yeeirs. At that time the mu/tele+ of
my back near my kidneys seeme d to be-
ernite paralyzed. I WWI Cat ried to my
home in terrible agony. feted fee re,ys
had to be burned in my bed, having lost
all use of the inner es of my back,
Since.. that time I have been a emetant
sufferer from kidney trouble. At the lege
of 27, I became it patrolman su the Po-
lice Department of Chicago, and have.
since tnat time se reed a. a crossing offi-
eer in the bueieet eistrict. ileg con-
-tautly on my feet for nme hours per
day in all weather s. I had beeu a eel-
%taut sufferer from pities in nty bark and
melee, and shortness of wind, swelling in
my feet and ankles, and I a-Fred I had
Brigeas Dime s of the kic ne, v. I had
tried a great many so caleei remediee,
threading plasters, electrical appliances,
etc., and took medicine emeriti' to disor-
der iny a oe-a , Int fount o p rmt-
tient relief. I wart finally ark-teed be a
friend, a phvsiciati,. to try Dr Hobbs
Spar:erns Kidney Pills and I did, but I
tweet neleh faith in them, because I
had tried so many needicinee, without
tietting relief. I II cd lose faith. After a
few doses, however, I thought I flOticed
a change for the better so I emainued
till I had taken fonr boxes of Dr Hobbs
Sparagas Kidney Pills bad clone for me
what #40 worth of drugs had been una-
ble to do. I am now in perfect Iteelth.
I am 3a years of age, measure six feet
two, and weigh 220 pounds I have a
good appetite., my back seems (suite well
amid stroeger than ever before., and al,
thongle I 71111 standing on the paveter
at011es for nine hanrs each day, I feel no
fetigue its my back.
Dr. Hobbs Spnragns Kidney Pills 'nave
been to me a friend indeed. tilid I stiel
take them at intervals as a preeneetiee.
and to strengthen my b ek and murcles
Yours reespeetfullv,
OFFICER C. E. DANKS,
1st Precent Pollee.
Dr. Hobbs Sparagus Kidney Pills 50











N'hen a little boy--
t es with a chill tonic
t 
containine 
arsenic.Do not make your 
children to
become decrepit in after years by




bone and ITuffs them up. They
look better -for a 


















St(a•ks anal Botida . . our ii
l'urrent•y ... Lisa ou
exchange for 171eitrinye!.. 1,St2 01 20,1,100,49.111,, , /ci.k
Warrants on Tioiti•oou. of ey 
Petah' suit .. . ... ......... _vow:: ifilli)
Capital Stock pal' Binii:17,11.ak}:". ... . riven a, /1
surplus Fund :
i•ndiviited Profltl. 3,121,1 Pi i it Ilk










Splt ndid fast color lawns,
pretty patterns.
We have added some
%Tr beautiful designs
to those mderful 25c organ-
dies we a selling at 10c.




interest is Mit iptild) .. . ...... 1, -''l - . •
BUY IS/111..fial Batik.
line State nestles eud Bankers. ... • ..''
l tumid Dividend4 .   s.o. • •
i• mid art astdeo pay taxero 
• 1211:61;44"1 52 11.6,
STATIC or KEWTT'cli Y. .., 1.6
.
Cot' NTT ollr CHRIT1AN, I, - '
located and doing husinewe In the City of
W. T. Tandy. Cossiller of City Hank. a hank 
1.6Hopkins% Hie in ;said county. being dulA
suorti. says that the foregoing report is in
till respects a truie statement of the said *
Bank, at the Hobe of Ineduess on t he :ea 14
edge and belief; and further says that tbe 1.0
driy ot Jttne 1,477,r to the best of Ids knowl-
1, islIles• 01.411.1 tank lots beeti transacted
at the location lisped. find not elsewhere:
and that the lobos« rep(ort is made In e - 1.6I-hinny.. with an 0411cial notice received front!
day of Jun.. PO:. its Mit. dii) on which bUell 1.6
the Secretary of tf.trite designating the ant b
report •hall be *little.
.. W. GA RN itz-r. Director. 1.6
- W. T. Twain'. Cashier.
I'.. li.1.7.NO. Director.. 
1.0
-.T. TANDY. Director. •
Stibsertbed and ,sworn to twfore me by W.
T. Tautly ,Ctisilifr, on the 1st day of .ful /.0i




At the eose of business on the 3011,
day of June, 1897.
IllS1 lc RCES.
Loan. nnd Disco tits, less loans to
Directors . hr.'s. 0'2 51
Ilverdrafts. unserert 4/13 177
ltile fr  Nation I Banks $ Tem 76
Due f stilt.. "Sinks and
Hunkers . 21,84177g 2'..117$ 15;
Banking House nod Lot. ... . 12..itio ta
Other Real Natal., to,u22 12
stocks and iholide  Fuoto (..
specie ,  MS& ga
Currency. .. ...  17.1/11 LIU
Exchange har Clotaritigs .. KM el56,3•,
tither items carried as Cash 12t) .,,
1,1411111,1T] F:S.
Capital Stock 'add in, in cash ... Stesei7neo614
stereos, Fund
tepee te su beet tin cheek ton which 34."11")
Ito is not paid) lut1,773 172
Han.$2.011 62
7.5471 4t).. kb& 87
.1; inulkoil:171 tin..ol..tiela:Ino Id to pay taxes .





C111 STY 11 CHRISTIAN. 1 SS:
J. E. Me Pher.o. Cashier of Bank of Hop-
kin., fite.ts batik (waled nod n business
at No. tt Main tar et, In the city o
ills 111 said 7  y, tog dul 1. says
that t forei.toti report. is In ,apects
true rtatentent. .1 the condition of 140111
111111E • NI the eio of business on thealith
of July P4.7, to e best of his know ledite
and belief: tinsi lrl her 11111,1 that the Im.1-
ness of said bunk has been trast.ileted et I lie
location Mimed.: tal in.t t. h. r. ; mad that
the Meese report .1111111t. 111 01111111::11e1.
till 01110111 L1(1111-4 ft•e• I 011 re ece he Secre-
tary of Stelte 11 1r,m,1,11e4 toe Ants day of
June, Ise4,, as t
port *Will he mot:
.1 1.. N1,71'111. nsos. Cashier.
1 N141 5%1.A ST, 11/1reet0r.
II, . 4; t tiNt TT. Director.
Stitl..4•ribe41 1111 11'../1•111L.4740i (1.1VIT)tilr 2.1t11.11: *by J.E.
Mc l'hersuu, the t dity of .lotI,Itiort.
J. 1'. Haw nex, .
lotary Poi td te Christian Co.
ie.. on Stele h such re
Quarterly Report
- OF THE -
Planters : Bank,
At The






4 iverdruf tineletreei . .
tete.- ((loll Natio; al !tanks $1.:iito
Ituo- (null State hook. aitid
L4111141'114 s.5A4 4 9.57:1 71
1111111f It001 6.'ffell
/1 tier Stot•ks ... 5,4zzi nu
1 isrieitcy
Eseliarigo• ber Cli.tirt $---- 44,tolo 111
Furniture ottiol :tures 2,14145 2:5
$217,44.11 so





1.01111/11 SIOek 1/1011,111 11414h . $75,000
surplus Fund   12,toon
Doe I /*Isolator. as follows, A lz:
Deposits stlikje•rt to cheek ton
Islet. intert•st is paid of II7,47U 013
Due No111..111'1 Hanks,. . 1gr.-9
Doe State Banks and liatik-
P1,.. 151 Sal 17
Unpaid DI5 Idyll ...... . 2.Pia
4:117.461 NO
SiTATE OF K k Y. NS •COUNTY OF CasitiNTIAN. •
John H. Trice. i'll,hier of Planters !tank, a
1,,,ng Itn•01.41 and doing itu.ine.. at No lit
NI11111 NI r...t. In the CHA of llopitin.‘ illy in
county being dui, sworn. saA IMO the
berg going' rep.nit IN 111 /111 respects a true
.tritemeitt the} (.11111(lillOn of 111111 14/111k.
I he close of buslaes. on 1 he :1111 11 day of June
pour, bo the hest of bis knowledge esnd talief ,
and furl her .00 I hal 11I1• 11111111101h of 101/11
1411111( 1111.,111•1111 ltratimieted if the location
mimed. and 1111 011•111111011•0: /Ina mint tin,
awn.' riporl 1 0tle compllanote with tin
official motive r •elvost fr  the Set-relit rA
of State ,4)1,-Igii tine the :lath thiA of .11ine
Ise77,14. t h tiny n %Melt such report shall
!-• made. •
J0/114 li. Taira, Cashier.
.1. D. Rufous:Lt.. Dtrector.
I 
Si. E. Tales. Director.
, Jan. B. TRH'S, Director.
Sulserthed soul sworn to before nie by John
B. Trice on the Lot, day of July, ltrif7.
J. I'. IIMA Dux, N. P. C. C..
Commissioner's Sale.
Christian Circnit Court, Ky.
MaryC.MeClunalinee adme&e ,
agsanet Equity
Jceseph eteClattitthen & others. k
By virtue of a Judgenweet and order
of elle of the I 'Li news ("Irene Court.
re 111111.1!11 at the k :bruary 1.-tm I hereof,
leei, in flee above cause 1 teeth pteweed
to . ffer tor sale a the cemet Mese door
i 1 Hoplonseille, v , Ie. (he highest bid-
der at PUBLIC A le'tel ION on
--MONDAY, 'IDLY 5'h. 1C97 --
At II o'clock, is i 1 , or thereabout, (be-
teg County Clear day, upon a credit of
1,, IS ;411i1 :1 ttiOl.i 117, the follow-leg de-
ed rased ',ropily, eo a it :
A certiten booyinf hind sit lliltIN1 on the
Salem church about 12 miles South ,
of Hopkinevillerly , know!, UN the Mc-
Clanahan farm, teeing a part of the old
Radford farm und centainieg 225 acres
neon. or less.
Said farm has 4 dwelling house. good
tistables. barite ai a inatd few- P. 114 1111 a
good state of c Mention, 175 acres of
cleared lard and 9 acres of woods, and
adj. i is the Ian& of Geo eettuelin and
Emmett Fields en the South, and the
lands of Ett Griffin bud W. w. Garrott
on the East and ;lie land of E. H. lie r,
raft ou the Norte.
Said land is being sold for division
amoug the heirs - of Mary C. MeClauft-
hate deceased.
For dee purchase price., the turchaster
must execute read with apieovellsurety
oe securetiee, bearieg legal interese front
the dny of •.e to need p eci, and having
the tome asi-- , .1 ill of a Replevin Bond.
Bi triers will lei prepared to comply







At the close of Business June 30th,
1897.




l'. S. Bonds anol Premium. 
stock.. securities, Etc. 
Furniture and Ftttures .....
Due from P. S. Treasury. .
ca.!' . sea.ssi xi


































At the close of- business on the 30th
day of_June, 1897.
•
Dlr....tors HI.17: i.t- l". ES.. .. $152.11141 ra
Loans and inseountoo. less loans to
oirvou•rioll..ritt'itCotl.".toes':•urgred
o o‘ erd raft s, to to•••(-1. r••(1 
4,17iii 311
5111 011
11110 fr0111 Nut I ..... NS flanks 125,472 24 IT" 
Due fr  State hanks and
Bankers 
'diP"'
'Ilbs '.4.71. .14\ .1%le. • "%los. • Nils • 'Ilk, 'Ilk ' Ilk .1164,. 'Ilk .11.•• 'Ilk 'N6,1, 4411
Banking Rouse and hot,  
$1,4413* 4117/ • / • 40. '40, • .710" ' Ale ' *Of ' •009. ' .009 ' IV' • el." ' Or ' •00V ' ASV 410g. .
• , f ...21cA





taped nec and arms, worth
begligee laundried









les sheer fine lawn
I5c 32 inch handsome orgqii-.
dies, worth 12ic.
Ladies linen collars, new
styles, 10c.




cc A yard for Nainsook
check white goods.
Finest yard wide Percales
beautiful patterns and
quality,i-orth 12ic, - - 9c
ioc Ladies white canvass
belts, patent leather
bound.
Ladies fine custom-made kid shoes,
Stich's make, perfect fitting, all sizes,
D and E lasts, less than manufacturers
SIN/(ALLei;tr(Rt.cqR or htet‘ cq`c"
The New Era's Eree Trip
To the Nashville Centennial...
See the
The NEW EAR will givg. any per-
ROD. boy or girl. who will bring us
Eight New Subscribers to the
Weekly New Era at $1 00 per year
a Bound Trip Ticket to Nashville.
Tenn , a Ticket to Exposition and
transportation from city to grounds
and return. This is a great chance
for you to
Centennial Free
of cost. Go to work and be one of
the first to go You can get these





GICODWIN & POOL, - PROPRIETORS.







ous health and pleaeure resort is situated on the 0. V. Railroad, 16
opkinsville and 14 miles from Princeton.
1 ticcommodations are unsurpassed ! Sulphur and Chalybertte Ws-
ieinal propertiee of which are unequalled anywhere, flow from hold
fleet springs. Fine Italian Band always on hand. Courteous ate
fficient service assured. For rates and further information write to
GOODW N & POOL, - CERULEAN SPRINGS, KY.
Personal Points.
Ike Hart, of Elopkiusville, was in the
city yesterd y -Henderson Greener.
Mr. W. T. Buckner, of Pembroke, waA
in town thi morning.
Dawson Sp nits this morning.
The HonriPole Cansler returned to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Evans, of
Marion, are isiting in the city.
Mr. R. E. ewman, of Uniontown, is
in the city.
Missee C arlie Wilson and Lucy
Hughes, of rider, were in the city this
morning.
Miss Nettle and Jimmie Lisman,
Dixon, Ky.,iwho have been visitingMrs.
J. D. Hill, 9th street, returned home
this mornin •
Mrs. Clan and daughter, Emily, of
Hopkiesvill , are the guests of Mrs
Hugh Phel at theArliugton.-Clarks-
ville Chroni le.
Mr. R B. loyd, of Pembroke, wee in
t own Motel y.
Prof. and Irs. S. L. Frogge, of Union-
town, are v thug in the city.
Misses M and Louise Thompson are
viteeng rel Ives in Pembroke.
Hugh Ne tt, John 1- nun and Hugh
Wood left onday for Pond River for a
week's fishi
Misses M le Pyle Clayton and IsnIn
Boales are isiting friends in the Fair-
view neighl rhood.
Misses nee Cobb, of Dixon, and
Minnie Car well, of Evansville, are the






k and (laughter returned
Ile yesterday, after a visit
leaskett at Zion.-Hender-
Rev. . Lyon, of Lafayette,was in
the city Tu sday.
Mrs. Ed ones and daughter, Mist;
Sallie,o( Ri h,were in the csty Tueselay.
Mrs. Moll e Colvin, of Jeffersonville,
lud., is th guest of her sister Mrs.
Clemens Ut er.
Mies Het e VanCleve has gone over
Clarkevil e to visit her friend, Miss
Marion Pe . She will be there i week
or two.
Miss Beane Foard, of Amos, Tex., is
yisitirg the family of her uncle, Mr.
John Foard, in the Church Hill neigh-
borhood.
Mr. Thomas Moe., of Bennett-tem n,
was here Wednesday.
Mr. John L. White. of Stesvart's pre-
cinct, was-in the city Wedneeday.
Miss Harriet Smith, of Red Wing,
Minn who has been visitiug Miss
Katie Graham, of the Caeky neighbor-
hood, left yesterday evening tor her
home, accompanied by Mire Graham,
who will spend the summer with her.
ESS THAN ONE BOTTLE DID IT.
Mr. P. W. Withers, Deputy -She] iff,
Jeff Co., Ark . writes: "I can certain-
ty say that Hughes' Tonic is the beet
chill remedy r ever heard of. I need
only part of a bottle, and used no
and it cured me." Sold ty Drug-
gi4-esie and 41 00 bottles
Cleamlag ant Repairing
By Joe N. Fowright, teener and cutter.
Suits made for $12 to f,60 Paters made
from 5.13 to 415. Fine wonlons, faehto .







F0T till 111-.-.1-e1 peculiar trs WOMOla
It Tones up the Nerves, improves
the Atingle. Enriches the Blood. and glves
I Ire, Iltrilth and Stens-, h.
Queen of Tonics.
RAKES THIS COMPLEXIoN LEA k
FR EE a bottle of -monthly" .
• toting Pins ST1411 eneh • •
For sale by all dealers or sent dire( t
upon yeco.Opt of price by
NEW SPENCER MED. CO., Cliatieseess. Tees.
LADIES' SPECIAL TRFATMENT: In
cas•-s requiring spc•ctai treatnIent, ad-
dress. g g 111111,1as. Logo. gegisay
DcpartmeaL AdVice ard boot on Female
illsea,r4 with testimonials tree.
o
For Sale and Recommeleded by




























r know what may save a man who
, 05 to be as good as dead.
Many a man who seemed to be dying of
cosisiandption, and whom thy doctors pro-
  jtist as good as dead has got well
and stroag and hearty asraut Yy using Dr.
Pierces tloiden Medical Di very. This
wonderful medicine has ehowt the doctors
that consumption isn't alwaye a fatal ilis..
rage. It can be cured if yo4 get at the
geese of it in the blood and el ar them out
thmasinthly. That is what this t Discovery
dui*. It makes new blooil.-h althy blood.
The germs of consumption c.nt exist in
helleky blood. They simply let go their
tiattl and are carried out of he system ;
then the new blood builds ni new tissue,
new Seek new power, new left It carries
vitality to the lungs, the hronch al tubes and
every other part of the body
Ilt mars peou"e after cod liver oil has
because their iligestiv,e organs are
cm& to digest fat-foods. The '' Isiscov
• make! the digestion ',trot*
For thin and pale and eniaMated people
than is no flesh-builder in the world to
compere with it. it doesn't Make flabby
far, beit hard, healthy flesh It builds acrve-
.- •yer mad force and endurance It he never
ta pronounce any our dying of C011-
- amption." or any other wastirig die. tee.
usta this marvelous '' Discovery " has been
y;,-en a fair trial.
• Pierce's thousand-page illustrated
• , "The People's Commit Sy twe Mei;
ical Adviser" wilj he Aid free pats.zr.houurt
for the coat of mailing 0,41.i 21 tine-cent
Cloth-bound. to 'damps extra.










J. 4.11ARNED. M. 0.
Physician and
Surgeon.
OFFICE over T. M. Jones.
corner Main and Seventh,
E)Fsters Hut Rs: 9-11 a. M..;!-.4 p. ni.
tiopkinsvine, Ky.
Dr. C. H. TANDY,
Crown and bridge work a specialty.
Mee over Richard and Co's. store.
Main Sr.
JOI1N FELAND,
Attorney - At - Law,
OFFICE: Old Bank Building, cornet
6th and Main Ste.
A. P. CROCKETT.
Attorney - at - Law.
Moe with Joe McCarroll.
HOPICINSVLLLE, - - - KENTUCKY.
Hunter Wood. Hunter Wood, Tr
HUNTER WOOD & SON.
Attorneys-At-Law.
Moe in Hopper Blook, op stairs ova
ranters Bank
likAICIN8VILLE. • • KENTUCKY.
u. V. Hy. 'lime Table.
Conswead May 81, I sisti
SOCTE BOCND
No. 1 da..y No. 8 daily
Lv. Bvenrville 8:15s. sr 4:20 p. in
Li'. Handenon 7 :09 " 6 :Ots "
Li' - Otlrydon 7 en " 6 :'1 "
Lv. Morgsn3a&d 7 :66 " 1.1$ '
Vt. De Oven 817 " 817 "
Lv. Marion 9:VI " 7111
Lv. Princeton 10 s I" t• :to
Arr. Hopkinsvtlle 11 :90 n000 11.60 p. in
aoint
k No. I daily' No. 4 daily
Hopkinsville 6:90 a. in, p.
arrive 4 :N.Princeton :87 '' 
leave 4
LT. Marion 1:21 " 641
Lv. DeKovsn 8:27 " el? "
Lv Morganfleld 912 " 7:i2
Lv. Oorydon 9 :80 ' 7:41 4
Lv. Henderson " :07 "
Arr. Kvansville 10 :40 " 8 "
UNIONTOWN BRANCH.
SOUTH Sor,i'D
Marganfield 9 AO a. m. 715 p. m
Ago. Uniontown 9:35 a. in. 7:40 p. in
SOCTE SOCID
IN. Uniontown 7 :25 a. in. 5:25 p. in.
Arr. itorgtuideld 7 :50 a. m. 60 p. in
LOCAL 1111141111. 1141155.
Lv. Princeton 7 :15 a. na. daily.
Aro. Hopkinsville 10:20 a. tn. daily.
Lv. Hopkinsville 5:00 p. in. daily,
A.rY. Princeton 17:15 p. in.
B. F. Mitchell, G. F. & P. A.
livansvilla. md
L. & N. Time Table.
SOUTIT P.OUND
NO. 66 Acoom'dation departs 5:30 a. in.
" AI Fast line  " 6:07 a. In
'• di Mail  " 5 :le p. in
" New Orleans 11m. " :16 p. m
NottrIt.
52 Chicago /t St. Louis lim. 9 :41 a. m
12 Mail  10 :31 a. in.
64 Fast line -----------Ii rid p. in
56 Accommodation, arrives ; p. in.
Secret of Beauty
is health. The secret ciplealIth I:-
the power to 0,47es.t and assim
ilate a proper quanitY of food
This can never be (One whe,
the liver does not act it's part
Doyouknowth:s?
Tuft's J.icr Pillsore An aliso
lute cure r..e. u.k helda Ile, dys
pepsia, sourstorrach, malaria
constipation, torpid !E'er, piles
jaundice, bilious fever bilious-






Of Newark, New Jertey.
See their new contract.
Everything in the contract.. ox
1,Loans and Real Estate
Are Specialties With Us....





le.PECIAL re, s. eta ERA
Tenn., June 23. --
eine{ clays t.herti has been a t
iD teiee eletiet that a lase:ions anct
ig erimet was comeetted he
elituax wee mat-II:11 yi„,t-tti 1) is
i. Clanton was arrest, ci on a
Charente hint with retie yet lee
the perseees of his two el.:tight:
them being between i & and
and the other between Ili at
The older girl 4 a nu ther
Child six motoks tea, which
kept mice-ale-el moil last week,
e
eriee at trete-net the' attention of n
and caused an Investigation.
its also charged with being the
his daughter's offspring.
Yesterday when the ease cam
tore 'Squire Ewing tor trial
iittoruey asked for a eolith:mu
Later agreed with the Prosecu




















leng trial, to allow Clanton to ve bond
a:_el await the action of the grid jury,
which meets here in two we+. The
toad watt fixed at '45,000 and feiling to
make' the bond Clanton -oath seuit to jail
at reu o .
Clauton was born and raised n Madi-
son county and has lived hell several
yeses. Ile is proprietor of a )(turtling
house and a small groeery and
lefty years of age, and has five
-two girls and three little bc
c seam unity is very much wro
and horrified Over.
Don't neglect a cough be
weather is phew:ant ; be fore
storinrolle *retitle it will (level
nerttillS diftleatty feeyond repa
'amuse t (nigh Cure la, ele9' to











kl 1The ennaire ms elt a fall ou of the
Forakeritee, but just wait ur il next
fall.
Casearets stimulate liver, kienteys and
bowels. Never sicken, weaken ler grew.
leee.
Wonder if the Prince of Wales has
anything to do with the frequebt publi•
ration of the reports that tenceniVietoria
about to &delicate in hist favoit?
"They are dandies," said Thos. Bow-
ers. of the Crocket, Texas. Enterrrise.
while writing about DeWitt a Little
Early Risers, the famous little inns for
sick headache and disorders of tete stone
ach and liver. R. C. Hardwic
Ben Brush is proving hiniselfia better
horse than was at first suppeettd to he -
Ii win/liter the Suburban on Tteeseley
he won the best race of the year, and
also mede excellent time. •
Cascarets stimulate liver, kidneys and
bowels. Never sicken, v.-eakerecer gripe
tea
fresident McKinley does well is pro-
viding fat places for his Ohiq friends.
for, judging from the induserlial con-
eioone, prevailing in their State a good
many of them might starve.
- -
Don't neglect crude. Clads tiring on
eongestion-congestion brings en de ash
You can cure chills and beco4ie stout
and hteiltity by neng Dr. Bele Pepp ex
taint Chill Tonic.
Sold by R C. IlardWick.
It is hard to understand wky Eng-
Ian is present poet-laureate sheuld sign
his name to all his poems. Wionder if
he's conceited enough to suppOse that
any human being would want to steal
tht-m?
Sick headache can be quicikly mat
completeey overcome by using torte fa-
mous little pills known as •• eWitt's
Little Early Risers." R. C. Herdwiek
The at Renee of the Irish me 1 ,y - e .
the British Parliament from Hsi 
it 
jubilee
Wservices at estmineter Abbeo Issas fax
more siguiticant than was e pres-
ence of all the remainder. Th Jubilee
brought only sad memories to tie Irish.
W. R. Job:Ikon, Newark„ rays,
"one Minute Cough Cure rnavr my on.
ly chtid from nyilag by croup." It he.s
saved thousands of others sulfe4ng front
croup. pneumonia, bronchitis sad other
*emotes throat and lung trouble* U. C.
liarew wk.
......4.-•-
, Mr John D. Itockefelleres relent dec-
laration that God gave him hit money
recalls and jtietitics the expression at
Heinrich Heine, the great Gentian poet,
who once said . ''1 lust shows *hat lie
thittits of money by the kited 0 people,
lie Otto it to "
Thonsalnia of perpolis use Sather.
Mud's; Eagle Eye Salve who never did
have sore eyes. It, atreligthebs weak
eyes.-makes the vision clear knd cite•
Mutt. It is nice and conveoieni to use.
You need it. Try it.
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
Foraker and Hanna never ftel safe
bes pt when they are within each oth-le sight.
Not only piles of the very weirst kind
can be cured by DeWitt's Witcg Hazel
Salve, but exzema, scalds, barbel bruises,
bo.le. ulcers and all other skin !troubles
can be instantly relieved by tbe same
remedy. it. C. Hardwick.
The twentieth parallel of Notth lati-
torte pr.sses through Hawaii and also
through Cuba. Quite a coincidince, as
Hpuin will notice.
, Some for ten, some for two ty and
Some: tor thirty years have suffeted from
image and thou have been quickly and
petrmanently cured by tieing DeWitt's
Witch Mike' Salvo, the great !remedy
tor puce aud ail forum of skin disease.
H. C. Hardwick.
ins -t!
i! Mr. Cleveland,in his State papors,used
do much that Mr. MeKinlen avoid.
it studiously. Grover was ai awful
warning in this respect to al Presi•
dents.
Ilya after effects never follow the use
Of Dr. Bell's Peppermint Chill'tonic. It
is a pleasant liver laxative. II makes
rich. red blood. It makes stout sound
hone. It makes flesh. It makes rosy
eheetke. All el this cures chills leo they
stay cured. Dealers guarantee g.
Sold by R C. Herdwiek.
..-----
If Markilanna can break up Hint mite
lebivation whe.r. by Ohio alwa s goes
Democretie In "off years" heel prove
enneelf eti he a real eracker-jac . But
tot Pahl do It, you know.
Don't-thos your blood with risseafrtes
tie potoon it with blue 111511 Tint aid rim
/ere ley tieing theW Met Lint Early
Risen, thee famous little pill. foatenisti•
tritium, bilemettess and atotitar•h met
liver tmables. They are purely vegeta-
ble R. C. Hardwick.
.Some Americans in Mexico ar
IIhere they can see Popocatepelt ccihuati, and teey feel grea




a et original in etyle of peeke
medical qualities. It la p(11(
10•00, conSsens en lead 44 44t) is a
fdtPi mire for granu ated lids, se
Of styes,
ly R. C. Hard% i
• .11••••--.-
The title of the Governor of
Wool is "Governor, Captain(
and Commander-in-Chief of the.
Rhode Island and Providence
tiOns.•' So large a title in ec
State is rather erowaing things.
Shako Into Your Shoes
















f t. It cures pairefel, swollen, mart-
eg feet and itistantly takes tie
t of corns and bnnions. It's the Rosie.
comfort discovery of the itgt I. •
e's foot-Kum makee tight-fitt ng Oi
shoes feel easy. It is a certa n -•
sweating, callous and hotter,- I. ter ii
feet. Try it to dee. e-,:ci .cy it,.
denggists and she« stone. By m U f !







r 11,-14's 1‘.-.1)1. of 7
' I .
tiler', I I.•
Ii'------II.lie ‘A‘is ; 1,1,Tnoine-
ed ceired. but the disease re." I tinted e;tili
time. he was seized with rheumatic .
How to Find Out
••••••••••11•11111•••••••,.•
Tao a ta.ttle emenem geese with
1=1 I • • .1•- !I twenty-font.
=I ' .1 • Ail- Ni It .111r tiqiu-i.tiei
1.1o1' ;011.y i 4414i:twit of the kidneya.
\' it 14 Isten1iY1c
eccb•to•e 1,! ,ety trouble.
q.c ortitat,,, or ruin iiitte.
also iirccit that tile
Is. 1155 and are out of ot
Wit AT TO DO.
pins, and reel lumps and sane; eve Thee r is etenfeat in the knowledge po
et-id hi., b•sly. • •
bor., often expresstil, that Jr. K Oita, s
• I1x " Snanip•ItObt. tic' ereet lelley renitsly
• •.""'i heNOON every ii i-h iii relic ving pain iii
ar -4•77.










• toe no good
h a teweer. I was stiff and full of
pains, my left area was useless so
that I was unable to do even the
liehtest work. This was my condition
I be an to take e e S and a; is neu •
few bottle's coneinced me that I was
: being benefitted. I continued the
medicine, and one dozen bottles cured
me sound and well. ely system was
' under the effects of mercury, and I
would soon have been a complete
wreck but for S. 5. S."
I S. S. S., (guaranit e,1 rc!ict-ible)Is the only cure
for real blood di-.'
case's. The mer-
curial treatmen t
of the deetere Ii
ways does more
harm than good. fleware of mercer e !
Books on the disease and its treat-
ment mailed free to any address by
Swift Specific Co., Atlanta, Ga.
the bail., kiiliii,rS, lie. r, bbtlitit r arid
eyyry 'part of the. urinary IgliiSallea. It
corree ts treatelity to bold nrin atid Scald
ing peel ire passing it, or ffects ful-
: lowing use of liquor, wine or beer, and
overcomes that unpleasant necessity of
to inn' compelled to get up niariy times
during the night to urinate. The milli
. 
and met xtracreinaty effect of Swamp-
!Rout is soon real•zed. It et•ecele th,
!highest for its -..st cederful cures el the
the west distaeeeitig cue- s. If • on res.,'
a nietiicine eon should have the' best-
Sold by druggists price fifty cents and
one tlo,lar. 'e.0 may have a Kemple,
envie und pamphlet both seut free by
• M t ion NeW Fn.t and send
your ethers se. tee Dr. Kilmer et Co , Bing-
Itheepton, N. V. The propnetors of ties
paper guarentee the g• DUInellekb Of this
°e'er.
I Reelect on in mill wages are -nn, nn
eel at Yu ale, hot , and mots In Low ell,
Macs..ityy to be rim on "short time" arid
, half Imo ," as well • RS on short
wairee and half weises ea ml almost no
wages at ;ill. S matiir Eleitee t iornegli-
, Is weer-tete: e lit Republierin prosper-
ity me
All The NEWS' that "wage's Multi come down," kit he-
.
ought to Imre. xplained how thy couldi
CO:711' down tuuch lower then they areWorth Reading.
Local, Statc and National It".
wit!. BE FOUND IX TIDE
New Cincinnati Tuis is the, kind of v awes that are cow -
•
1 here are- tive themeauti inhiers in tle-
state of Alahnina who are said to receive
es hat tleveu rents a day for their work.
Era Enquirer
t is ben he Mei:tree' recent ly
and the I., mon in mint ries of the old world bet
CC y we st !quid have ;lever seen them in this
We have arranged a Clubbing Rate
Icy which we can give'.
Both Papers One Year
for Only $1.50.
Regular price ler both is Si 75.
We save you a generous part of this sum.





We are aniiinrtzed to announe,
m M W
of limit infield...as a candidate for ff.-elec-
tion to the office V• tistabh for the S. cond
Magtsterlal Matt ct, CC Christian Omni y.-
sulajeet to the i t 110 I of the Democratic
party. The clectio.. oCcUrii Nov. inner, Ise/.
FOR COUNTY SUPERINTENDENT.
We are au t bort tett to Annoy kre
JuillS POLLEE,
of Don. Ky.. a.0 n calidinute for the. office of
Coo y sunsuit' ten, d ,t ,et Public. School* of
dristInn county. subject to the action of
the Deruocratio party.
We are authorised to announce
U. L. CLARDY.
of Bor. ., uS candidate for the °Mee of
County 14u p. i ii tril.144,11 i,f pubt le sc000la of






May 1st to October 30.
LOW RATES
From all stations on Ohio Valley
Railway, ratirrvdou to Gravel.,
Ky., inclusive, to Nashville,
Tenn. and return. Tickets on
sale daily. Rates, information
and tickets may be obtained from
any agent of Ohio Valley Railway
B. F. MITCHEL,




Illinois Central R. R.
TENNESSEE
CENTENI AL..
-And International Exposition a!___
NASHVILLE.
P.M' the above occasion tickets will he sold
by the Illinois Cent rat Rairroeul at varying
timesorates and limits. Includitig Ii ticket
on sale daily. good to return until Noveta-
tierT. and including tickets has lug Mott of
tventy days fifteen days nod -.even clays;
also tickets on Tin .1i*, and Thursday+ of
each wryk with limit of fifteen days. For
full particulars as to wbleh of the above ap-
plies torn' your neart,t liollnind Sloth In III
volinectudy with the Illinois Central Rail-
road, call on (Si' aildres* your near, st rail-
road Ticket Agent.
We. If r "(awl . Pass. Agt. New Orleans.
Ism A. Score. Itiv. PusA, At., Wein pli14.
A. U. 11 A2414024, I.. P. A. w. A. 1:14:4.1.02: D.
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On a red hot




tween. you • /,
and the dis- \\`
tressing ef-







country had it eat teen for the art oh
le73 wheat was the begit ... i . g of the
contraete ti of the currency. Secret-
money will mske email wages. there'
need be no doubt alseut that, says the
Evansville courier.
If there- is to be any beet-sugar boun-
ty at all the propocition of S-nator Gear.
of foe a. was the best one ,that has yet
been in Ade on the subject. He proposes
that a bounty be given of one-half cent
per pound per annum, decreasing at the
rate of one tenth of a cent a year for
five ye lire, at the end of which time the,
bomey shoule cease. The propositioe
did not suit the Sugar Tlust and fi0 Sen-
ator Gear was ordered to withdraw it -
god, of coarse, he di lit.
Don't Tobacco Spit and Smoke Your
Life Away.
If yon want to quit telbaero using ens
ily and forever, be made well, strong,
maghetic, full of new life and vigor,
take No-To-Bae, the wouler-worker.
that makes weak men strong. Many
gain ten pounds in ten clays. Over 400,-
000 cured. Buy No-To-Bac of your
druggist, antler guarantee to cure, 50e
or #1.00. Booklet and sample mailed
free. Ad. Sterling Remedy Co., Chica-
go or New York.
What have lb publican leaders got to
sty about the fact thst a good ninny
American laborers have gone over to
Enclaud to weak for "the pauper wages
of Europe?" This is a commentary up, n
onr present governruental polieies that
ran not be very cheering to thoughtful
Americans- who love their government
and who would like to be able to be
proild of it.
It has been discovered that eye salves
and waters cotctceireiceg spear of lend
often prednee Lend peisrm- fatal to sight
if not to left,. You run a greet risk in
using such pre parritione. To effectually
and speedily and permanently cure wire
eyes, grannlated lids or sire" without
the possibility et evil after e ffects, use
Sutherland's eagle eye. store,
Sold by R. C. Hardwick.
A eVashington dispatch few days
ago mentioned that-Hamm andForaker
meeting on the street cot dially grasped
each other's hands " That was ,simply
a !gutter ref ono-owlet). Each wanted
to assure hinese.lf !hut the ether did art
Ii tin. a knife in his hand. Then termite,
they eentleln't pick each other's po-ke t
whiles in that oosition,
liv•rv body Say no.
rioiettrids Cowl? Cathartie, the motet
womierful needle al dieenvery of the ege.,
pleasant and refrophing to the taste, act
gently and positively on kidneys, liver
and bowels, cleansing the entire system,
dispel colds, cure headache, fever, hat-
had l constipation and biliousness.
Please buy and trs a box of C. C. C. to.
; 10, 25, 50 cents. Sold and guarae-
teed to cure by all druggists.
•
If there should hually be a war be-
tween the Uniteef States and Spnin ill
that the people of this country will ase
of Spain will be that she send Weyler
over here. There are a million Amen.
canes who wnol-1 be glad of an opportun-
He to fix Weyler's clock for him, as the
sports would Fey.
In ineeicene thee feet . only is greel
em ugh. The lest elves the quickest
and longest relief without leavierz eery
evil after e ffeete. Dr. Beira Peptsermint
Chill Tonic is mild. It tines not rack
your lemes or shock your nerves. Take
it and Nee the reentrie-:'hills and nialnrie
disappear as snow befeere the ennehin•
of Apr nit The after 4 treet.1 arc' somel
bone, rich, reel blood good flesh and le,
more
S del by It. C. Hardwick.
The fact that Pierpont Morgan is
-leeply interested in the annexation, eel
the Hue aiian Islands is mutlieient tee
Low that there is a trick somewhere
In the matter and is sufficient grounds
for a rejection of the treaty by the! Sen-
at of the United States.
To cure a chill: When the lips begin
to quit er end turn !eine, and before the,
unit einhy shiverieg sensation conies
et take, a full tram of Dr. Bellee Pep-
:ear/lint Chill Toler' It be stimulating
It worm' the bleeel. It promotes the cm-
vitiation of the blond. It will prevent
the 'hilt nine times In ten. It is guar-
anteed to prevent the chill tl'il ttmnues iii
Din if take I I font!' tenure bete -re Illl I time.
Sold by It, C. IlardWiek.
While the re are hundred's of thotioand
of potpie, suffering from In the
country ills little lows than (limited in
A ugute Behuont to speed live Biennium(
dollars having a statue of his favorite
horse, Ifeery of Navarre. made The
lives of several people could be Raved
with that $5,000 if it were properly up-
pile 1.
TERRIBLY. At' IDENT.-IT is a terrible
neer/lent to he hurried or scalded ; brit
tee pain agony and the frightful disfig-
urements can be quickly overcome
its ittiOnt tenT14112' a sear by using De-
Witee Wit'-ti Hazel Selve. R. C. Hard-
wick.
The Sugar Trust wants to control all
of our coffee as well as our sugar. A
cup of entree will be a very meetly affair
by the time the Trnst gets through with
thee tariff bill. This trust is doubtless
at the- bottom of the proposition to place
a tax on tee.
GAYk PIOREO..a. IC Al 1 01• % I
I I • I • I
• I N
eon SALE ItY I k WYLY AND I. I.






The mare- frier11 of Dr. and him
Frank Sell eoe. terribly shocked dud
grieved Th crs, ly eiftdrnoon to bear di
the (loath ottle throe-yeato.:•i
dung liter. sic. V.
At brealcf•ea tint, yesterday morn-
tog the rhilit Was in le rlii-t health
apparently. but about tell o'c:oek
1111111:O IL ci f el'. 1 iii g unwell. Dr.
Stites gave her ewe) medicine- as he
thought tie reasuery fur her troble. The
4111141 l'Ot114.!9.114.4t very lilt !rebut at talon
her father saw that she really ill
and he at once began to tread to-r, but
nothing that he could do w:ot of any
avail, and she collittlitied tr) grow alone
and about 3 o'cleeek she peesseel out front
lift'.
CLARDY'S BILL.
iscrciel, To NEW EtIe
Washingtou, June 25.-1)r. Clardy
yesterday introduced in the House a
bill asking for eeals) for the relief of the
Christian church at Henderson, Ky.,
for damages done it by Federal soldiers
during the war.
The eagle, thee king of all birds, is
not-eel for it.; keel sight. clear toed dis-
tinct vision. &pewee those persons whet
use Sutherlatidee Engle Eye Salve for
weak epee styeal sore eyes Of a tiV kind
or granulated lit's. Sold by all dealers.
Sold in R. O. Hardwick.
It is pretty hard on Howard Gould
that 'ail should lose five million dollars if
bc marries the woinan he loves. The
v% moan he loves. how( ver. is orth
taCre to a man than 6.),000,000-nrovid•
ao ha, a pici,ty id millions ft tiftet
losing the five.
- -
Dr. Whitzolit sotry tblet Ices
ever made tbe discovery that the Bap-
tists sprinEtel until some times in thesev-
eitteenth century is hen they substituted
iitinierston. At any rato bee's probably
sra•ry that he told what hocuss oveere'el.
or thought he Giscovvrirl in the Britislt
museum, as he is ill lose the Presidency'
of the big Theoretical S mizenry on toe
creme, of a It tiOeS not ply to know too
;7ie Lchst Day,tvzomckwomia•
1 la not Tnnelt tint of a lifetime, but to
1 a hasiutes num it. May mean the 1.,s
3., of a valuable. opportunity. When
temporarily crippled with any pain
or weakness", for whirl, au active air il
effective external remedy is 'melee,
noth;r; is s
liel'edonna l'laster. It touches the
eo trus:worthy as Johnsen's
pot and gives the w !come relief. It
0 this „rusdgeflex:::licee,,l- n e et merely to
A :
a 11. Look for dm lied Cross on all
(
JOIINgON k .TOIINSON. (
L rsouractu,m.: , t III theta, New York.SA& 141,11111/t.ii
Hogsett Military Academy
DANVILLE, KENTUCKY.
Chartered. Fifteenth year. Scholarships In the leading college+. The Plea of the school Is
"%India, 714/1-fli and phaocal training and develocrrient. Itt,eitaIne ice irm but not harsh. No wild






DRUGGISTSABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED rare any case of constipation. Casearits are the Ideal 1,••••ou toe. grief Krusar eripr,but eau., easy natural results. Ma-
ple and booklet free. Ad. Sell 1(1154. RETIED I 111.. Chicago, Montreal. Can.. or New Tort, alt.
aearee.
E 641LAT E TME•LiVOR-i'v-
ERULEAN SPRINGS
Now Opt:n For The Season.
GOODWIN & POOL, - PROPRIETORS.
This fornoua health and pleasure resort is situated on the 0. V. Railroad, In
miles from Hopeinsville and 14 mete from Prineeton.
The hotel eevomnieelatiotes tire it iisureaesed ! Sulphur and Chalybeate Wa-
ters, the medicinal properties of which are. nip quailed anywhere, flow from bold
and never-failieg springs. Fine Italian Band alit aye on hand Courteous at-
tention arid efficieut service assured. For rates and further information write to
GOODWIN & POOL, - CERULEAN SPRINGS, KY.
JNO, CASTLEMAN. A. G. LANGHAM, BRE( KFSRIDGE CASTLEMAN
Insurma Company a Liverpool
BACBLE & C'STLEMAN, Manag:rs Sea h:rn.D Talment
Columbia Baildine. Lou, sville. .Ky.
Does the largest tmainem in Kentucky and largest in the Southern Stab,* and atm
the largest in the world. Liberal anti Progressive in Management.
WALTER F. GARNETT & CO., - Local Agents,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
We Are
STILL IN Lfp,1b ,
AT THE LtADE.R.
With the latest novelties in hats and bonnets and at
prices to suit the hard times.
Also a full line of corsets, hosiery and gloves.
Weekmen brands and Armstrong's silk and striped linens,




PATTERN HAT3 and BONNETS.
For Style, quality and low pr;ces they are not surpass-
ed. Flowers, foliage; ribbons, laces, ornaments, neck
rushing, cliiisous in rich profusion.
I c.o.n save goo 15 to 25 pm' ct. on our spring hat
I have a first-class trimmer. I can give you trimmed
hats from 25c to $15:00.
Ada Layne.




OD J..EWELERS.. (4)•) •




quality goods. Prices at the
v (•• ery bottom. 
0)




Agents for sewing machines and 6)(9e) supplies.
• 0)(0 0)
.) Howe Building. Main St. (•
(• 0
@- !'i@
B. 11. STE1F JEWELRY COMPANY,
208 and 210 Union St., Nashville, Tenn.,
JEWELERS &OPTICIANS.
Official Jewelers to TennesoeUenten-
nial, and largest dealers in the South
in highest grades of
DIAMONDS, WATCHES
AND SOUVENIRS.
The official Centennial Souvenir
spoons can only be obtained of them
Of eourse youll want one!
...Mail Orders Solicited...
We make a specialty of fitting spec-
tacles to those- n feting • Ire lee to-r, ad". Eyes examined and carefully
tested, free or clairge. Come see TIP, and talk this lustier over, and let us
examine your eyt-s. Watches and jewelry carefully re-paired.
See Our Exhibit in Commerce Building Section 101-106.




Call for Christian Coun-
ty Bonds.
All bonds outstanxiing against Chris-
tian county. Kentucky, arid which said
bonds art. of date Jely I, 'Me, and due
and payalele July het, 1897, are hereby
called in for paynneit and concellai ion
mid all interest on entree will be stoppe 
and oiscontinuell oil and after the sai ow-a-
cre of saie bones ur one teat anti i!in•ct.
let day cf Jnly Holden and 
ed to pr's' lit sant hero' thi-Ciryit
of Hopkinsville, ., for paylocot iu
the maid 1st day of July 1S97. Done by
order of the Clerfeeian County Feels!








.'s ,, ,.\ , : :, , ('oM131NATION.
. I tiPlECU4 g0 NNW ERA)
Des Moines, llowa, June 25.-The
Demoerats, siteot Republicans and Pop-
ulis mts cobined, delete' a pletforni sod
nominated a tic t that will win. Mid-
dle-of the- road lopnIist,s are Licking,
but th y ar,. not Leriniclable in MIMI/Its
Govt nn' ,r and 'upremit Judge were
selected by the Lk omen*, the Lieuten-
ant (inventor /4 Superintendent by 1
the silver Reput beans, :did Railroad
Utontnia,tioner by the Populist-1.
TII Ili 'SET.
Governor-F. It. White (item 1
laeutenaut (Jentertior-11. A Plunener
(Silver Itepi -;
Judge Supreme Court-L. G. Kinne,
(1)4•111.)
Railroad Conineissiontir-S. B. Grain,
(Pop.)
Superintendent Instructioe-G. F.
ithinehart (Silveri Rep 1
The nominations of oisth of the con-
ventions were fertnerly ratifield by the
other.
The platforrial part is tut follows:
"The Demoeraly of Iowa, in conven-
tion aesembled, sqnd its greeting to the
nearly 7,006,0004 Isittreots who partici
pated and aided iti the battle. of the peo-
ple in the struggle for: their rights in
the last campaign, bje giving renewed
expression of dev4tion to the principles
of the Dinnecracyitof the 'infirm as set:
forth in the plutfertn adopted by the
Democratic party M. Chicago in 'see.
4' peeia em•We lay ep thathasis upo 1 
portion of the ua oust platform of the
Democratic partykin the financial ques-
tion, believing that the very existenee
of the farming anal laboring and corn•
mereial iuserests af the country depend
upon a change of !our financial policy,
erici we enter inter the first campaign,
after the great battle of the people
against the combined corporate and
money power in: which that peerless
statesman and patriot, William J.Iiryan
was our leader, with the reassertion
that we demand the free and unlimited
coinage of both gold and silver at the
present legal rtitia of Id to 1, without
waiting for the aiii or consent ef tiny
ether nation." ,
The Republicans in the management
of the national campaign last year are
eliarged with bribery, intimidation, col-
onization and deception."
It is charged that "the rich men con-
tributeel millions Salton millions to Mark
Hanna's carnpair fund, and, having
triumphed by thacomipt use .of these
vast sums, they are eow about to re-
coup themselves from the pocket of the
people." Secretary Gage is denounced
for withholding greenbacks and Sher-
man notes from circulation, and Speak-
er Reed for arbitrary rule in the House
Prosperity is declared to be a delusion
and a fraud. They say: "The mills
and shops are closing down, the army
of unemployed is growing larger, and
the farmers of loa-a since the election
are marketing their products at a less
price than ever before."
It seems to be pretty certain that the
Duke of York, the heir presumptive to
the English throne, has two living
wives. His far back ancestor, Henry
VIII, had a good many more than that,
lent in that day the "prejudice" against
bigamy Was not to general as it is at
present. However, the Duke of York
tnay never be called upon to exchauge
his derby hat for a crown.
An investigating committee has found
that the miners -in the Pennsylvania
coal mines are working for starvation
wage*, that few Of them can pi:valley
earn a decent living no matter how hard
they week Theseemines are mostly con-
!trolled by the 'mat of which Vice-Presi•
lent Hobart is one of the chief officers,
rile trust makee while the
minaret starve. No wonder Vice-Presi-
dent Hobart and bis family can enter-
tain Washington society on the lavish
scale that they do,
The great lens Of the Yerkter telescope
now in position at William Bay, Wis.,
was in the Molds :of French workmen
ten years. Only tele plant in the world
eau produce- letteedisks Of optical glass
and that is situated near Pans. The
rough block of glass it eighing fieo
pounds was gradually reduced to its pre-
sent weight, 225 pbunds. The complete
lens is three 'lichee thick at the center,
tapering to 3, of aii inch at the edge.. It
le one of the very finest glasses ever
tuade.
The kite is not Only a source of pleas-
ure to the young, but it has been the
means by which many discoveries have
been made., Franklin used to solve the
mysteries of -nature on the electrical
question, and no the Weather Bureau
is using it to discoeer the mysteries of
the upper air in Wes of being able to
improve the servide of the bureau by
making its redictions as to the future.
less liable to error thau they are at
present. The loteeis entitled to a high
rating as an ivatrtiment of human prog-
ress.
The plutocrats are now trying to drive
President AndressW from his place as
head of Brown University because of
his Democratic economic ideas, because
he will not teach he studeuts that t i-
rnetallistn would Mean ruin to the Da-
tiou. President Andrews has raised the
standard to a high degree and greatly
increased the attendance and reputation
of the University eiuce he took charge
of it. His liberal eiews lire the same he
entertained when he accepted the office
of President and they were at that time
well known to the Directors who are
now set-king to driCe him out.
_
The Republican national platform de-
clared that the "reesonable appliaaiton"
of mote, five &dice he "equally optioned
to foreign emitted tind eitemeetie monop-
oly" hi flpts iliat Wm, The Pettigrew
ettionellitectit to the( Smiths* tell preemies.
to momentl the selulIlles on all armless tine
manufacture and sale of which in this
enuntry are controped by a trust. The
Republican caucus has referred this
amendment to the 4udieiary Committee-.
Their action upon it will be a test of the'
sincerity of the Reemblicaus in making
their platform. A duty that is high +--
enough to prevent foreign competition
puts a premianu UPOD monopoly. Most e '••
of the protected trusts are "tie made!
monopolies." They smother competi-
tion rendes prices inefitrarily "as high as '
of the original protective priuciple and
the traffic will bean" It is a pervereion
enti4al Tobacco Warehouse
an outrage on the !people to encourage
and permit this robbery by law. If this -
is not what the, RePublicans mean they I




for a Meisel. stnigriAiter ..11"11110n1, in pou.al
package. I grooera. Made wily by
THE N. . PalltlitANK contrAivr,
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at's Exactly It
It iNn't economy to lacy a poor class of goods, its
ulv xtravagnwe. Its real economy to
Bu Good Goods.
You get the worth of yoor money. you get ploOs131e
and sat it-fiction, its a wise investment. That's why
economy ish't unpleasant, and yet that is the genu-
ine economy. ‘Ve sell no goois but rood goods.
If we find an article is not of the beat, then it isn't
good enough for our trade We sell gOod goods at
pricea you ate *eked to pay for ordinary goods,
that's the re ason why
...It's Economy to Buy From Us...
A rlonth of Extra Values.
IT
That's why SVC are nettling such reasonable prIces,lon ring
he record, it must Ite a moot*. of values, a reoord Mtenti.
pectin in hamikerehlefs-plaill and pretty homers. he FaCk.
-miles' corset woods- standard make's. Extra good quail-
s- Tic rkey good value,
'wend at Etc yard. A handsome lac cited table linen-new-
•st figure, nod designs. Sp,(.1111 Pit ilk- yard. (i.114.1(1 towels--
ring...I.:Me pair. tifical 14114'111y unbleached nausbne-4-4 an
turn good value, bc yard. L.onsdale cambric, !Ur .vard. 144
deached sheetIng-hatithuline cloth. lee yard. A bandannas
cit r l`U f 111111s. A neat health- stun.", cover.talg ealtb.
theta other items itt our store-no Is-tier items. Mir-
-ry item right.
ALWAYS RIGHT
If You Buy It At Our Store.
You get the beat. In our men's working goods-in shirts,
ov‘•ra Ii,,. jackets. shoes, from the hest houses, the
'worth your money" kited. and you can re ly uliou t be wean
qualities. (if "vend fine pal r.i.peal shirts. Itic
Shoes tor 1114.11 SI pair. A hear!, a full II Everything we ad-
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The3t will work to your intereat in securing
the higloilet market price.
W. G. WHEEliER




FIRE-P OOF "WAREHOUSE. Cor. arid
Railroad Streets.
HOMO SVILLY. - - • KENT TJCK Y.
Liberal Advances on Consignments.
All Tobacco sent us Covared by Insurer ce.
M. H. NE ON.
HoDiiirisvii!e Warehouse
Cor. Railroad & llth Ste.




1 attention to the inspection of Tobacco. Stable
T. C. IIANB ly. F. M. SHRYER
0":-:1-• 1 ri,71d1r,-110112,
EcANBERY &' SHRYER, Prop*rs.
t' et  et Between Tenth
a. E WU n'h flopldrsville. Ki
rier Cateful attention given to sampling and selling all tobacco oon.
signed to ns. Liberal adbanoes on tabaoco in store. All tobacco insured un-
less otherwise instructed.






maces made on Tobacco. Pour mat storage f' e.
LDRIDGE.
lichcc





Farm° .'s Warehouse, Railroad St. lit. 9th & 10th




will not fail to take notice of the fate of sell! Free storage to shippers? Cash advances mad.
consignmer ts !
J. C. KENDRICK, Salesman.














0 Warehouse ( timpany
19 Chapel St., bet. Main and arket4
n given to private sales. Four months storage tree. 1: .1
Mark your hogsheads "Buckner Warehouse"
RESENTRD kili BEN (;. BOYD, Ountortart,Oovis
Nee ei
'
